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Princeton, Caldwell County, Kentucky, Thursday, June 1, 1950
- City Clean-Up Urged
To Aid Fly Control

inners From
ools To Compete
Contests; Two
tes For Degree
of the Fredonia and
ters will attend the
annual convention of
y Future Farmers of
hich will be held in
June 6-7-8, Herman
• James D. Maddox,
of the two chapters,

A general spraying of
D.D.T. concentrate in the city
of Princeton will be started
tomorrow or Monday, according to weather conditions,
Mayor Hollowell said Wednesday. He urged residents
to clear all rubbish heaps
and remove all garbage from
the premises so that the flY
control program may be more
effective. Due to the mild winter, flies are more likely to
reach peak population early
this year and the program is
being sponsored in the city
to prevent the spread of communicable diseases, the mayor stated.

K. U. Names Rube
McKnight Manager
For This District
Fulton Man Is Former
Princeton Resident;
He Is Also A Mason
And A Rotarian

County Loses 1,263
People Since 1940
Princeton gained 42 in population in the last 10 years
with Caldwell county losing
1,268 since 1940, according to
an unofficial count as reported late Wednesday to County
Judge William Pickering and
Mayor Clifton Hollowell by
Joe McCord, district census
supervisor. Figures released
for 1950 gave Princeton a
population of 5,431 compared to 5,389 in 1940 while that
of the county was 13,236 for
1950 compared to 14,499 in
in 1940. Trigg county is reported to have lost 3,100
while Cadiz gained 49.
•

1,059 Rural Homes
Electrified Since
Close Of Dip War
Co-Ops Plan To Run
Lines This Year To
Serve Approximately
150 Additional Homes

Electrification of rural homes
in Caldwell county has increased
,from a total of 141 at the close of
'the war in 1945 to approximately
1,200 at this time, according to
'estimates of R. A. Mabry, county
agent, and officials of the Kentucky Utilities Company here.
T h e Kentucky Utilitie3 Company is currently serving approxera in t h e district
ich was held recently,
Pictured above is J. C. Bbee, imately 550 ru r al accounts in
nt the Western Kenmanager of Bisbee's Comedians, a Caldwell county, 500 of which are
jet Federation in the
show to be held at Brown's Show 'private homes, an official of the
ts. Winners of excellot beginning Monday, June 5. ,company said yesterday.
Contracts are now being made
in the district, who
Among the entertainers to appear
ent t h e Fredonia
here will be Billy Choate, the for extension of the rural electriservice by the K. U. but
the following diviLower Insurance Rates, boy with the golden voice; Leo fication
Will Attend 4-H Club
Lacy and Maxine Lee; Johnnie plans of the definite areas to be
Other Benefits Sought
rtwright, hogs; BertWeek And Three Will
Spaulding, the boy with the edu- served are not available in the
hay crops; Leroy Mccated
feet; Connie Cannon, dan- Princeton office at this time. SevResidents
By
Many
Enter State Contest
CS toe k cooperative;
Suddard, juggler and ,eral additional rural accounts will
cer;
Neal
Following the request of numSeven 4-H Club boys and girls
apter-newsletter; Fretrick
unicyle
rider; Otis Ar- be served by the K. U. by the
erous citizens od the more thickter-community dairy- from Caldwell county attended
nold, saxophone wizard; Octavis end of this year, it was stated.
ly
populated
immediately
streets
the district judging and demonPlans of the two electrical coadjacent to the present city lim- Powell, Xylophonist; Sybil Batts, operatives serving this area call
stration meeting in Hopkinsville
acrobatic dancer, and several
the Butler Chapter,
Princeton,
council
its
the
of
city
May 24, R. A. Mabry, county
for the installation of main powoaz, district winner,
has decided to extend the cor- others. The opening play is en- er lines which will serve between
agent announced.
titled,
"What
Mothers
the vocal solo contest
Don't
porate limits to include several
125 and 150 additional farm
In single demonstration for
al Ethridge, district
of these streets, Mayor Clifton Know."
homes by the close of the present
I compete in the pia- girls, Eleanor Crenshaw of the
Hollowell announces.
year, officials of the co-ops have
test. Other boys who Quinn 4-H Club won a blue ribElectric
Plans
Co-Op
Principal streets included in the
stated. This number does not inthe state meeting bon on making a toy drum. Ann
proposed extension are the Daw- Entertainment For
clude a few farms in the county
utter Chapter are Billy Neal, Butler 4-H Club, won a red
son road, Center street, Highland Members June 19-20
west of the Kuttawa-Fredonia
n Hart and Lawrence ribbon in the clothing judging
avenue, South Jefferson and West Entertainment, e d u cat%ional highway which is a part of the
will be accompanied contest. Anna Bell Belt of the
Main stfeets.
Crider 4-H Club was selected as
features and electrical prizes are Lyon county extension of t h e
ddox.
Fire protection, lower insur- planned for the annual meeting power lines, Mabry said.
embers of the Fredonia the district winner in the canThe north and east sections of
ance rates, water, sewer and gar- and electric farm show of t h e
will attend the con- ning judging contest. She will
bage collection service are among Henderson-Union co-operative at Caldwell county will receive the
William Phelps and enter the state canning contest
the benefits sought by the citi- Henderson, June 19-20, Manager greater portion of the additional
raylor, candidates for in Lexington during 4-H Club
zens on these streets desiring to J. R. Hardin announced yester- electrical service this year with
cky state Farmer de- Week, Miss Wilma Vandiver,
the Henderson-Union cooperative
be incorporated in the city of day.
des Vinson, chapter home demonstration agent said.
building about seven miles of
Princeton. "The decision is one
Ralph and James Mitchell of
Leo Hill and Leroy
Contests in cake baking, beauto be made by the Majority of ty, tractor driving and gospel main line, serving approximately
, alternate delegates, the Cobb 4-H Club won a blue
the people concerned and if there singing; entertainment features 60 new farm customers and the
ribbon and placed second in the
renda.
is
not too much objection to the such as hill-billy music, a comedy Pennyrile cooperative extending
district
contest
in
the
contour
culdonia Chapter F.F.A.
plan
the city will proceed with act and a huge fire works dis- a line from the Christian county
tivation
division
for boys. Glen
tour the International
the extension of the city limits," play at night have been planned line to Scottsburg serving beplant in Louisville Roberts and Dwayn Felker of the
tween 70 and 80 new rural cusMayor Hollowell explained.
will see how tractors Quinn 4-H Club gav a team
for the Co-op members, their tomers, it is estimated.
No definite limits have been de- families and friends, , Hardin
from the initial steps demonstration on "how to build a
The contract will be let withcided for the streets involved but said.
e they are ready for range poultry feeder" and won
in the next few weeks by the
will be established after a survey
The group will stay in a white ribbon.
Henderson-Union co-op for conof the affected streets has been
ky Hotel.
These 1-H Climb members, tostruction of seven miles of main
First Christian Church
made, it was stated.
n 1.000 Future Farm- gether with Jacqueline Shoulline beginning in the Needmore
Mayor Hollowell and all coun- Purchases New Parsonage •
he 221 departments of ders, Doris George and Jimmy
community slid extending
The
First
Christian
cilmen
attended
the
regular
Church
meethas
Agriculture a r e ex- Wallace will go to the 4-H Club
through Sugar Creek, Cave
purchased
the
ing
Monday
night.
modern brick home
attend the convention. week to be held on the campus
Creek, Hickory Ridge, White
of
Henry
M.
Price, 611 Madisont finals wil: oe held on of the University. of Kentucky in
School communities and to U.S.
ville street, as a permanent parcrnoon, June 6, at the Lexington June 6-10, it was
To Be Graduated
Highway 62 west of Dawson
sonage and the deed will be made
Hotel, the announce- stated.
Springs.
From Arizona State
this week, an official of the
Doris George, county foods
Approximately 60 farm famiMrs. Deanie Hilts Savoini and'
-church said Wednesday.
e winners will receive winner, and Jacqueline Shoulders,
Roy Hilts, granddaughter and .The -present church parsonage lies have already signed for the
ds totaling some $3,600 county style revue winner, will
electrical service on this line and
grandson of Mrs. Emmie Boaz, N. located on the corner of North
sal'awards night dur- enter the state contest at that
Jefferson street, will be gradu- Jefferson and McGoodwin ave additional ones are expected to
te convention.
time, Miss Vandiver added.
ated from Arizona State College, nue will be sold. The Rev sign contracts this summer, MaTempe. May 23. Their parents, George Tiler, pastor of the bry stated. W. L. Woodruff,
Budget Ready
Train Schedule Will
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin R. Hilts, church, will move to the new Leonard Dunbar and Z. D.
have
resided in Arizona the last parsonage following completion Orange have been active in see Approval;
Change Here June 4
curing the necessary number of
four years.
of the transaction, it was stated.
A change of passenger train New Officers Of CYF
Be Set Soon
farmers to obtain the electrical
line, Mabry added.
Judge William L. Pick- schedule on the Illinois Central
Assume Duties Today
Rose And Garden Club
J. B. Lester, members will become
An official of the Pennyrile coeffective Sunday,
New officers of the CYF of the
nty budget committee,
op advised the county agent last
To ,Meet With Dalzells
June 4, A. P. Cook, agent, an- First Christian Church are to asweek that within the next 60
today for Frankfort
The
!
Princeton Rose and Garsume their duties effective today, Exercises To Be Held
days work is expected to be starty will present the pro- nounced yesterday.
den Club will meet in the rose
it
is
announced.
They
are
Anna
Train No. 101 will be due to
ed on a line starting where the
get for the operation
garden of Mr. and Mrs. R. H.
Friday Morning In
present line ends near the Chrisnty's fiscal affairs dur- leave Princeton at 5:35 p. m., and Darnell, president; Norma Sue
Dalzell at 7:30 p. m., Thursday
Catholic
Church
Cartwright,
vice
president; Wiltian county line and extending
ming year.
night, June 1, it was announced
train No. 103 will be due to leave
ma Prince, secretary, and Jimmy
Graduation exercises for Saint yesterday.
to Scottsburg. Branch lines will
posed budget was read at 1:57 a. m., south bound.
Hogan, treasurer.
Paul's Catholic School will be
be extended to the Friendship
yea at a called meeting
The Dalzell's rose garden is
North bound train. No. 102 will
and Crossroads communities and
aldwell county fiscal be due to leave here at 8:35 a. m., • At a meeting of the organiza- conducted at 8 a. m., June 9, in composed of ji collection of 250
down the Sandlick road to join
day. The two members and No. 104 will be due to leave tion Sunday, members voted to Saint Paul's Church, it is an- rose bushes, enclosed on all sides
increase their pledge to the Chris- nounced. James Markey Cotton, by climbing roses.
with the other line at Scottsmittee will meet with at 1:40 a. m., Mr. Cook said.
tian World Fellowship fund from son of Mr. and Mrs. Francis Cotburg, Mabry said.
gill, state local finance
Mrs. Dalzell, flower show chair8100 to $125. It was also announc- ton, and Julia Ann Schwab, man, will present plans for disAnother branch line extending
morrow to submit the
from the Princeton-Hopkinsville
ed that there would be .no meet- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Julian cussion of the show Which will
r his approval, Judge Handicap Golf Tourney
the
Schwab,
are
ing June 4 since several of the
graduates of 1950. be given June 30, the announcehighway will be erected toward
said.
Is Still In Progress
young people plan to attend a
the Dripping Springs communiThe program wili open with a ment stated.
approval of the budDeadline for second round
ty as far as the home of R. W.
ankfort the fiscal court matches in the Handicap Golf meeting at Kuttawa'Springs. The procession from the school to the
White. These lines will serve bend county school boards Tournament at the Princeton next meeting will be held at 030 church and a guard of honor
Training
School
Will
tween 70 anc1130 additional rural
formed in the church. Thomas
lish the tax rate for Golf and Country Club is Mon- p. m. June 11.
families, according to Mabry's esGresham Cotton, brother of Be Held At Otter Pond
it was stated. The next day, June 5, Hart Warren, pro,
Country Club Swimming James Markey Cotton, will be A training school on the maktimate.
meeting of the fiscal.
i announced this week.
4 With completion of the present
his diploma bearer, a n d Mary ing of aluminum trays will be
be held on June 13.
Pool
To
Open
June
8
Matches to be played before
lines planned, only the Piney'
Schwab, sister of Julia held in the Otter Pond communiThe official opening of the Beatrice
next Monday are R. O'Brion vs.
Grove and Mt. Hebron sections
Schwab, will be her diplo- ty house on Friday. June 2, beAnn
ville Road
Dr. C. H. Jagged; Willard Moore swimming pool at the Princeton
will be left of the larger comginning at 9 a. m., Miss Wilma
ma bearer.
fs. Roy Rowland; Gordon Lisan- Golf and Country Club will be
kers To Meet
munities without electrical facilFollowing Mass and Benedic- Vandiver, ho me demonstration
%one road Homemak- by vs. Tommy Bishop; W. Wad- held at 4:30 p. m. Thursday, June
ities, and it is hoped that these
tion, the Rev. William Borntrae- agent, announced.
eet at 9:30 a. m. Wed- lington vs. G. Brown; E. H. Rey- 8, it is announced. Tentative plans
bections may be electrified next
Miss Mae Kathryn Blackford,
ger will present the diplomas and
une 7, at the home of nolds vs. C. Woodruff, and Eddie call for a swimming exhibition
year, Mabry concluded.
certificates of promotion to the home demonstration agent, Lyon
and a barbecue, it was said.
Editor's n o t e: (Information four doors south of the present
bert Coleman, Home Neel vs. F. Nichols.
remaining seven grades. Atten- county, and Judy Lester, 4-H
ilma Vandiver announdance awards will be given to winner, will assist Miss Vandi- concerning the early history of Methodist parsonage, or a few Rotarians Entertained
member is requested to
Thomas Lacey, and Mary Anne ver in presenting the lesson.
the Ogden Memorial Methodist doors north of the Illinois Cenown lunch, it was said.
With Musical Program
Each club is expected to send Church was obtained from a his- tral viaduct on the east
Kevil for perfect attendance since
side of
Program at the regular weektwo leaders who will give this
school opened in September.
tory of the church compiled by the street where the first struc- ly
meeting of the Princeton RoOf the 34 pupils who enrolled lesson at the regular June meetDr. W. L. Cash, who was chair- ture of the church was erected.
tary Club Tuesday night consistin the second year of the school, ings, Miss Vandiver added.
According to tradition which ed of several religious songs
man of the official board when
26 completed their work. TeachQUESTION
the church was dedicated in No- has been handed down through sung by Cecil Smith, Princeton;
o you think the 1950
ers are Sister Athanasius, Sister Circuit Court Will
vember, 1946.)
unt for Princeton and
Carmenota and Sister Pierre.
the years, all other pioneer evan- Wilson Parrent, Eddyville, and
The Benjamin Ogden Memorial gelical churches of Princeton Mr. and Mrs. William Scott,
county will compare to
Sister Perrie has substituted the Convene Monday, June 5
Caldwell county circuit court Methodist Church was first or- were organized and held their Princeton, accompanied at the piyears ago?
last three months for Sister
Athanasius, who has recently will convene here Monday morn- ganized in the early history of first meetings in the building of ano by Mrs. Lois Stegall.
ANSWERS
Guests at the meeting includundergone major surgery. She ing, June 5, with Judge H. F. S. Princeton, the town having been the Ogden Memorial Methodist
'mmons: I think it will
ed Niles Dillingham and Mack
the same. If anything,
is expected to return to Saint Bailey, Madisonville, presiding, settled in 1817, and the following Church.
and Commonwealth's Attorney year the Rev. Benjamin Ogden,
ikely to be a slight dePaul's School in the fall.
Services were held in the first Sisk and the Rev, Leslie BowAlvin Lisanby representing the first itinerant Methodist preach- building until 1878 when a lot ers, all of Dawson Springs; Mahttate.
er in western Kentucky, estab- located on the west side of South lon Wilcox, of Kuttawa; Orville
0. Eldred: I think the
W. B. Stone Purchases
Fifteen equity, eight common Ished the first church in the new Seminary street, a few feet from Pfunder, of Marion; J. L. Bryan,
in the city will inlaw, and three criminal appeal town
Home On S. Jefferson
Main street where the Morgan of St. Louis, Mo., and Sgt. Wilhile that in the county
Mr. and Mrs. William B. Stone, cases have been filed since the
Under the leadership of the Funeral Home now stands, was liam D. Hughey, of Cheyenne,
a slight decrease. As
105 North Donivan street, have March term of court, Mrs. Leona Rev. Ogden, a group of Metho- purchased as a, new site for the Wyoming.
verall number, I think
ot Chap- purchased the home of the late Trader Averdick, circuit court dists met in the home of Richard church.
veil mem
am n about the same.
Barnes, a tanner, in 1818 and or- NEW BUILDINO ERECTED
ATTEND CONVENTION
Fralick: I think the ter, Future Farmers of America, to attend the twenty-first annual Mrs. R. J. Lester on South Jef- clerk, reported yesterday.
ganized the oven Memorial
A rectangular brick building
the city will increase FFA convention to be held June 6-8 at Louisville are: (seated, left ferson. After the completion of
Mr. and MI*. Allan Hubbard
the county I think it to right) James canwright, Garnett Traylor, Charlet Vinson, Leo remodeling and redecorating of 'Douglas Sims, Plant City, Flor- Methodist Church, Mr. Barnes do- was erected on the site where have returned from Chicago, Ill.,
.and Leroy McNeely. Bertram Jones, another the house, Mr and Mrs. Stone ida. (Vent Monday in Princeton, sled a lot adjacent to his home! the Methodist congregation wor- where he attended a convention
ease On the whole, I Hill, William Phelps
411
Opted Oft what is now South shipped Until 198. Under ,the Of the Prder.o; Itail;ay Congas..
to move to their. -rt e w li.if#401ls ipotbef,
*And's".!M.Litt.,'IA
• total populationVA
*OAF
Stine. ''
Tefferson street, seime three or
Itstruetor, Ha
II Branum.
lght decrease under
(Please turn to Page Seven)
bora They were gone two weeks.

4-H Club Members
Win In District

Rube McKnight, of Fulton, has
been named Princeton district
manager for Kentucky Utilities
Company to succeed Richard S.
Gregory who was recently promoted to division manager for
the company, With headquarters
at Paducah, it is announced. Mr.
McKnight, who has been district
manager ..at Fulton for the last
seven years, is to assume his duties here today.
A, native of Hopkins count
McKnight began working for the
company in February 1928 when
he was employed as a stock clerk
vo.1111111
Pictured above is a group of Butler Future Farmers who will here at Princeton. In July 1928,
attend the twenty-first annual convention of Kentucky Future he was. promoted to local manaFarmers to be held June 6-8 at Louisville. They are: (seated, left ger at Central City, a position
to right) Marshall Ethridge, Billy Martin, Lucien Hall and John which he held until May 1936
Hart. Standing (left to right) James Maddox, instructor; Ellis when he was promoted to district manager with headquarters
Johnson, Claudie Boaz and Lawrence Hall.
at Earlington. Since 1942 he has
held the office of district manLocal Elks Attend
225 Enroll In Baptist
ager at Fulton.
State Meeting; Glenn
Vacation Bible School
He is a Mason and held the
One hundred and forty-five title of Grand Master in 1928.
Named On State Board
Cooper Crider, exalted ruler, boys and girls participated in the He is also a Rotarian, it is reand Jimmie Catlett of the Prince- parade which opened the vaca- ported. He has one son, Tom. Mr.
ton Elks Lodge attended the tion Bible school of the First McKnight, according to a K. U.
three-day state _ convention of Baptist Church h ere Friday. official, plans to move his famElks Association —i'da Richmond About 225 children are enrolled ily to Princeton as soon as
in the school with a daily aver- • housing accommodations become
May 25-27.
available.
Gordon Glenn, past exalted age attendance of 200, Jimmie
ruler of the Princeton Lodge, was Morrison, principal of the school,
Robert Bqrreft Greets
elected as one of the four-mem- said.
The school will continue
ber board of state trustees.
Memorial
Day Visitors
Through the efforts of the Ken- through Friday, June 9. All chflRobert Barrett, 103, Kentucky's
tucky Elks tuberculosis units in dren between the ages of four
the state and other cooperating and 16 are invited to attend, it only surviving Union Civil War
veteran, enjoyed himself welagencies, the death rate from the was stated.
coming scores of visitors on Memdisease has decreased from '74
orial Day at his home at Dulaney.
persons in each 100,000 to 48 at Vacation Bible School
"I can't see why all these peothe present time, Exalted Ruler
ple come to see me," he said to
At Northside June 5-16
Crider said.
Vacation Bible school at the a group. 'It's nothing to live to
liorthside Baptist Church will be be 100 years old. Why, I'd love
Business Girls Change
held June 5-16, with the first to gee some old folks myself."
Positions In The City
meeting of the faculty this He added, however, he welcomes
Miss Leslie' Lamb has resigned morning; followed by prepara- :visitors and is afraid some day
they will stop coming.
her position at the Western Ken- tion
Øy on Friday when all chiltucky Sub Experiment Station to dren between the ages of foul'
accept a position as bookkeeper and 16 are invited to be present Princeton VFW-Defeats
with Randolph Motors, Ford deal- to register, the Rev. Irvine L
er in Princeton, effective today. Parrett, pastor of the church, Fredonia Sunday 6-2
Mrs. D. C. Miller has resigned announced.
With Mac Nelson pitching fourher position with Randolph Mohit ball, Princeton's VFW team
Mrs. Irvine L. Parrett is supertors to accept a position as comromped to a 6-2 win over Fredonintendent of the beginners demercial teacher in Butler High
ia at Fredonia Sunday afternoon.
partment; Mrs. • Paul Boitnott,
School next year. Her resignaPrinceton collected nine hits and
primary; Mrs. Roy Ward, junior;
tion becomes effective July 15.
was helped along by four FreMrs, Kirby Thomas. Sr., interMiss Jo McAlister, daughter of
donia miscues.
mediate. Joanne Ward will be
Mr. and Mrs. R. R. McAlister,
Mac Nelson, on the hill for
the general secretary and pianist
Cobb, and a graduate of this
and the Rev. Parrett, pastor, will Princeton, gave up single runs in
year's class at Butler, has acceptthe fourth and eighth innings
be the principal.
ed the position at the experiment
and was in firm command most
farm vacated by Miss Lamb.
of the time. He struck out eight
and walked three.

Local Church Organized
In Home Of A Tanner
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Graduates Plan Own World.
Princeton graduates now have had time to frame their diplomas, store their caps and gowns and prepare to tell us oldsters
how all the problems of the world should be solved.
ernThese young minds, pregnant with new life and budding
bitione that look forward to their advent into the busy maelstrom
that is about us, are ready to present to the older generation blue
prints of their plans and specifications for a. better World. These
ective young minds, that have been storing up ideas and theories as
they have progressed through the varying stages of their school
days, are anxious to put into practice the lessons they have learned.
• However, it is a sad fact that many of them, so imbued with
their ideas and dreams and pulsing with the ever-activating energies
of youth, will be disappointed, and some of them embittered, with
the full realization that shall come to them in the endeavor to work
out their plans for improving this old world. The pot of gold at
the foot of the rainbow that seemed to be just out before them to
take and to use will not be found so easily as they have imagined.
The rainbow is ever just a fleeting thing that fades quickly with
the coming of the full sunlight after the shower, and so these young
num and women will discover when they go searching for the
treasure which they believe can be had for the taking.
The secret to locating the treasure is for the student to go out
and make a place in the world, arid net, to find a place.
There are pots of gold at the foot of the rainbow, but they are
not to be had by an easy way. they are not to be had without effort.
The rainbow soon fades and the point where the gold is supposed
to be found is lost. The search must be pursued by one's initiative
and•courage, beset by many disappointments and discouragements.
And it is only by the perseverance and determination of the individual that the treasures of life are discovered and postessed.
But we would not paint too dark a picture that would bring
discouragement at the very start of the course. We would not have
the youths of this day, who, are putting away their books for the
more practical side of life, see a picture that has no silver fining
nor beauty to entrance the soul. Life does have much of %a finer
things and ennobling instincts that make it worth living. 'To find
these and adapt them to one's life is the sure way of finding the
rainbow treasure. They are to be held by diligent search and constant application.
This country of ours, however, needs the high ambitions and
energies of youth, with their rosy pictures and fancy dreams. We
need to forget the sad picture and the dark background that is constantly being painted. We need more glimpses of the roses swaying
from their delicate petals. We need the beautiful pictures that can
only be painted by youthful minds. We need the instilled incense
that young men and women can scatter on our otherwise stagnant
atmosphere.
So we say that many of the youths of today who have dreamed
their dreams and built their castles high and fancy, may not be
altogether satisfied with the drab appearance of the world which
shall engulf them in its mad scheme of living, but if the dreams are
kept and cherished within hearts that are courageous and minds
that are clear, they can and will come true and the world will be
improved and made a better place for mankind.

of $17,000,000,000 last year gambling. The people gambled 1 la billions et the pari-mutuel race
tracks, 41ii billions with bookies,
six billions on baseball, hockey
and baketball and two billions on
slot machines while only about
13 billions will be spent for national defense this year. As has
been pointed out on occasions,
"what fools these mortals be!"
• •• •
Kids will be kids we are told,
so we are, making an attempt to
eiverlook the latest habit of our
19-month-old Chip. About a
month or so ago we took him on
a trip where he discovered that
it is an old custom for tobacco
chewers to spit in the fireplace.
So, now, whenever we have visitors, he makes regular trips to
our fireplace and attempts to im-
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where you come into
H your own.

But it has all the basic qualities that
make every Buick a standout.

For this roomy six-passenger
Sedanet is the lowest-priced family.
model Buick and the easiest to buy.

Unmistakable smartness, for instance, in its tapering fenders and
money-saving Multi-Guard forefront.

ERE'S

0./y Dula has
and with

,
1
twaffra'av
it roost

HIONER-COMPRESSION Fireball y
F-263
head power in three engines (New
engine In SUM models./ • NEW-PATTERN

STYLING, with MULTI-GUARD forefront,
bubble"
foam through fenders, "double
taillights • W101- ANGUI
clore•up road view both forward and back
loss over-all
• TRAFFIC-HANDY SIZE,
length for easier parking clad garaging,
short turning radius • EXTRA -WIDE
SEATS cradled, between the asles • SOFT
BUICK RIDS,horn all-coil springing,Safety-

-steadying

Ride rims, low pressure Wes, ride
torque tube • WIDE ARRAY OF MODELS
with Sody by Fisher.

A bonnet full of Fireball straight.
eight power that spells thrills with
real thrift.
Matchless Buick ride compounded
of coil springs on all four wheels,
ride-steadying torque-tube, lowpressure tires and Safety-Ride rims.
You can even have Dynaflow Drives
.
.94."111."

if you like —the first non-shifting
transmission in which oil does it ell.
But here's the point:
It doesn't cost a cent—doesn't obli•
gate you in any way—to check ill
this—to try this Buick out. All you
have to do is ask—and your Buick
dealer will sit you behind the wheel
— let you put this traveler through
Its paces—show you precisely how
little it will cost you to step a4 to
a Buick.
You'll never know what you are
missing until you try a Buick. Come
in, won't you—right away?
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The Kravchenko libel trial, a
.ensation in excitable Paris, attracted little attention in the
United States. Kravchenko's book
mourns this, saying Americatipapers were "slow to recognize either the importance of the trial or
its true import as a direct attack
on the Soviet regime."
The court record unquestionably shows that the Soviet government was irked by the suit,
considering it important enough
to send relatively big guns to
testify. The squirming of these
witnesses is grimly COMAC, but
there is Often also a trace of
comedy in Kravchenko's persistent repetition of the world-wide
importance of his personal history. After all, the story has
been repeated many times over,
and Kravchenko is not alone.
9
Television receivers in cities
somewhat remote from the transmitters effect reception by erecting aerials on high masts, some
even 100 feet.
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By Bill Ryan
.
I CHOSE JUSTICE, by Victor
Kravchenko (Scribner's; $3.75)
Kravehenko contends that when
he ---h-m—wair
--frer libel against
I
WO
a Communist newspaper '
they believe their talents can best France, he indicted. jir* S
'
be used in a state race later. Re- Un:on before the woad. .
gardless of the excuse, If they
This is the burden of h' row
thought either had a chance the
bock, weicn tells the story . the ,
race would have been made. Wonlilac', trial The one-time Soviet
der what they will do in the fall
.. .., .....ace away
fun ... I: .-•
slection?—Glasgow Times.
....,...i. regime s.ied Les
fro,: .
• • •
Let ..,.•s Francaises, a Coinmunist
An Associated Press story re- France paper, far saying that "i
ceived by the Williamson (W.
Close Freedom" Was written by
Va.) Daily News, describing a
American intelligence agents.
state high-school band festival at
He won. The two per.;ons on
Huntington, W. Qa., contained
responsible for the arthis colorful sentence: "Each girl the paper
wore a big orange letter on her ticle were fined 5,000 francs each;
seater and together they spelled and Kravchenko was awarded
150,000 francs ($420) damages,
E-L-K-I-N-S."
later reduced to three francs
• • • ,
A baby-sitting classded adver- (about three-fourths of a cent),
tisement in the Palo Alto (Calif.) on the ground's that Kravchenko
Times: "Middle-aged women who had been compensated by the
enjoys boys by the hour; mostly publicity.
The book is another recitation
at night."
af the horrors of the super-purge
in the Soviet Union during the
mid-thirties, as told by witnesses
who appeared or supplied documentary evidence on behalf of
Kravchenko. It is a horror story
which has long since become

T h e announcement by Harry to be desired by, way of reasserLee Waterfieldahat he would not tion of democracy and return to
run for the Democratic senatorial constitutional procedures of govnomination came as no surprise. ernment, rather than the nationNeither were the words in that al government."
announcement—the implication
This statement could, of course,
of them.
be construed as meaning he inWaterfield did everything short tends to continue his fight as a
of declaring himself a 1951 candi- member of the General Assemdate for the Democratic nomina- bly. Harry Lee Waterfield is too
tion for Governor. I cannot see ambitious a man for that to be
how there can be any other in- the limit of his desires. And, he
terpretation because of • t h e certainly is far too able a man
phraseology of t he announce- for others to allow him to remain
ment. And, it means that the merely a legislator, even if that
Clinton farmer, politician, pub- is what he desires. These things
lisher and state legislator has being true, it is pretty clear
taken a hard look at a stacked where his next step is. Harry
deck of cards and cut then in Lee'Waterfield will run for Govsuch a fashion that the dealer ernor In '51.
has no advantage. It was the
neatest political trick of the year
so far.
Waterfield has made no secret
of his inteetions. He is determinNew laws in Kentucky, which will become effective June 15, ed to break the grip of Earle
permit a speed of 60 miles an hour in open country in the daylight Clements on the machinery of the
By Jane Eads
and 50 miles an hour at night. The former rigid limit of 45 miles Democratic party in Kentucky, a
Washington — Balmy weather
an hour was often disregarded and yet occasional efforts to enforce party which the Governor himgives a start to the "drowning
it to the letter were made impossible because it was not always self fashioned out of splinters,
season," warns Carroll L. Bryant,
practical. The leeway given in "a reasonable rate of speed" possibly bits of broken-down or badlynational director 'of the Americould not be applied without a definite limit. However, it must be battered political machines into
can Red Cross Water Safety Serborne in mind that the advance in the speed limit is made for the a glittering, effective, modern
vice. "Many early-season drownpurpose of safety, not to speed up traffic where it is dangerous to device.
ings occur before the water is
do so, through crowded and congested areas. Good judgment by
Waterfield had two ways to
warm enough to swim in at all,"
motorists is essential for public safety and to save their own lives. try to break Clements' grip on
he tells me. "Many are not con the party. One by running against
(The Lexington Herald)
nettled with ewimming. These
the Governor for the Senate.
included taking chances on a dare
Now,
the
odds
were
heavily
Kentucky On The March
—also wading and stepping into
against him in this one. Certainly
holes and channels; trying to
he would have found support, and
cross streams by stepping on halfhard work would undoubtedly
submerged logs; stepping from
_
. _
"Can i cortunutiity enlarge its school facilities, wage a better- have- -been' put in his behalf stone to stone in swift waters."
The
odds were great, though.
health campaign, attract new industry, double the area, and increase
He warns against playing on
The other choice was to let
the population of its principal city 50 per cent — all within six
Clements run virtually unoppos- makeshift rafts — old pieces of
months"
board lying at water's edge which
' The quotation is from a news story which appeared recently ed, then strike him from the might
easily fall apart, or old
in the Courier-Journal under the by-line of Hugh Morris, with a flank through the gubernatorial boats,
water-logged or gapingprimary next year. Waterfieid
London date line.
has proven he is no sacrificial seethed after exposure to winter
Mr. Morris goes on to say that the London-Laurel County area
lamb—that he is a pretty astute weather. "And those who take
"has done all that and more since last September."
politician—by choosing the one take to the water should rememA mighty good story of a truly wonderful achievement, but
where he has roughly an even ber that winter has brought about
before going ahead with my comment I think one minor correction
changes to swimming places," he
chance.
is in order, to make it more plausible.
adds. "Places shallow at - last
It would seem to me that WaterI have before me a voluminous progress report on London and
season's end may be deep now.
Laurel county by the Industrial Development Committee of the field's announcement just about
The old diving spot may be filled
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce. The report lists 102 important shut the door in the face of Lieuwith rocks or other debris.
things accomplished in the area. The, achievements of civic-minded tenant-Governor Lawrence Weth"Swimmers, t 00, sometimes
people in London and the county are material for a 500-page book. erby's political aspirations. WeillBut some of the projects were started four or five years ago. Some erby, young and pleasing of per- change over the winter. Maybe
of them were reported in this column long before the Kentucky sonality, has worked harder and you are not in shape to swim so
Chamber of Commerce came along to sponsor a very fine perma- learned more about the Chief far or so long as at last season's
nent community organization
Executive's job in our state than end. Water may be colder than
The important fact is that no small community the size of an y other Lieutenant-Governor you think. A sudden cold dip can
we ever had. He has done this easily result in a fatal accident."
Laurel county and its seat, anywhere in the nation, has
done so
much to improve itself in less than five years.
because he is a good and able Many bathing beaches do not
To me the most amazing fact about London is its having forty public servant and because from open officially until June, some
the time of Clements' election, it not until July. They do not have
things cooking at the same time, contrary to the widely
accepted
has been evident the Governor lifeguards yet. Whenever perrule that only one or two large community projects
should be tackled at the same time, as in the case of Mt. Sterling,
wanted to return to Washington sons go swimming, Mr. Bryant
which concenwarns, they should be accompan—as a Senator.
trated on its model recreation center.
ied by someone who can help in
(Syndicated By The Union County Advocate)
Wetherby happens to be a ,esi- case
of emergency. The U.S. Pubdent of Jefferson county. Neither
lic Health Service warns:
the Republicans nor the DemoBefore you swim in river, lake
crats ever thought they could
elect a man who lives hi the or swimming pool, make sure
Kentucky's Tax Commission has put principle ahead of exped- Louisville vicinity either to the water is not polluted. Ask the loiency in refusing to sanction a 20 per cent blanket increase in Camp- Senate, or to the Governorship. cal health department about this.
bell county property assessments. It does not question the state- It has been done. But it was a People who are not well should
ment of Campbell officials that they need the extra revenue to run rough, tough, up-hill fight. And a ask their doctor's permission before swimming and know just
the county. Nor would the increase bring total assessments in the political rarity.
how much they can take. If you
county to anything approaching an exorbitant level. Campbell real
Mr. Clements will not be one
have trouble with your sinuses
estate as a whole is said to be assessed at about 40 per cent of its to abandon the political
machine or ears, give up diving
and unfair value, which is slightly less than the absurdly low state-wide he has built up.
Senators are der-water swimming.
Water in
average.
elected for six-year terms and
the nose washes away protective
But to apply a flat increase to all assessments would be to ag- they need good machines at
home secretions that help prevent
ingravate Inequalities that now exist among individual real estate to help their recurrent
campaigns. fection.
owners, not only in Calmbell county but throughout the state.
It might be considered, in efDon't go into the water immedA recent survey by a Chicago tax consultant, J. L. Jacobs, re- fect,
abandoning that machine to iately
after meals, or when tired
vealed that only about 30 per cent of the taxable property in Ken- order
it to nominate and elect
from other exercises. Always
tucky is assessed at the average level for the county in which it is Lawrence
Wetherby as Governor. come out before
located. Twenty-five per cent is underassessed, 25 per cent over- That would
you get tired or
give some other Dem- chilly.
Don't attempt a long swim
assessed, and 20 per cent not on the tax books at all.
ocrat a good chance to cop the
the first few days of the season.
It was for the avowed purpose of correcting this injustice that nomination
in the primary, and Take is
easy.
Governor Clements had the legislature enact assessment equaliza- it would
expose the machine to
tion measures at the 1949 special sessoin. That this aim is being another
•
defeat, at the hands of
carried forward in actual practice, so far as state policy is concerned, the
Republicans, It it won its
is affirmed by the Tax Commission's action in the Campbell case.
primary battle. You don't expose
The state government itself cannot reassess. This is a privilege political machines
to that kind
and duty reserved to local governments. But the state can, as we of danger.
In this era of modern science,
Double jeopardy!
have just seen, exercise a veto over a horizontal assessment increase
In Waterfield's statement of the the average newspaper reporter
that would be manifestly unfair to many taxpayers. Under the 1949 other weekend,
no longer is a "leg man". He uses
he said: "I have
legislation the state is authorized to do more. It can and does make felt that such
the telephone.
talents as I may be
available to local assessing officials the tools for a thorough and thought to
possess would better
Experimenters in color televisscientific reappraisal of property. Thus there is no excuse for any be devoted at this
time to efforts ion report that some types of
county's attempting to do the job the easy way, winch Means the in the field of
state-government interference will put rainbows in
arbitrary and unfair . way.
--(The botilSV1110 Times.) in Kentucky, where them is much the picture.
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donia News
Frances Young, Lexingas called home Saturday
e of the critical illness; of
andmother, Mrs. Beulah
II at the home of Mr.
W.-IW Younr. J. B. Sory and Miss Dora
have returned from Nashwhere they spent several
,
ast week.
and Mrs. Gene Rogers and
n spent the weekend as
of her sister, Mrs. Jewell
ood and Mr. Kirkwood,
awson Springs.
n d Mrs. Chester Miller
, Danny, of Wichita, Kanent the weekend with her
s, Mr. and Mrs. T. R. TeaThey were accompanied
by Mrs. Miller's brother,
Feagan who will make an

extended visit with them.
Mr. and Mrs. Seldon McElroy
and son, of Alton, Ill., spent the
weekend with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Coy Moore. Mrs, Moore,
Who had bent--It guest-In
home fur the past two weeks, returned with thins.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Patton
and daughters, Nancy and Judy,
Evansville, were guests over the
weekend of her mother, Mrs.
Ruth Dunning and Miss Betty
Dunning.
Mr. and Mrs. Zola Burton, Rosiclare, Ill., were visitors of their
daughter, Mrs. J. T. Hearod, and
Mr. Hearod Sunday.
Mrs. Orville Tabor and daughter, Patty, Detroit, spent the
weekend with Mr. Tabor an d
other relatives here. They expect

wipe
In

and
see
it
Sears Midsummer

SALE BOOK
Run ...fly ... hop a bus ... or
drive... but hurry in to see this
super sale book! Thousands of prices

6 Bat*
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own eyes. They're terrific!

Frank .DeBoe.
Ohio became a state In
broadcalt of a print.
The Ernest Bakers had as SunNorthern Louisiana Territory dential inauguration was of Calday dinner guests, his mother and
The annual all-day memorial sister, Mrs. Baker and Vivian was at first attached to Indiana vin Coolidge's in 1925. The first
Large crowds attended church
Territory for administrative pur- telecast of such an event was
Sunservice
Wes observed at the Old from Princeton.
services hem Sunday and
that,in 1949 of Harry S. Truman's
Bethlehem Church and cemetery
day night.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Traylor, poses..
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Beavers Sunday ,,.when a large _ crowd Selmer, Alabama, are spending a
and little daughter, of Detroit, brought Well-filled baskets to add few days with his parents, Mr.
have been visiting' his mother, to the enjoyment of the day. and Mrs, I. L. Traylor and Agnes.
PeQp.ieattended from many sec- They atiencle4 the,_ Bethlehem
Mrs. Otle Beavers.
tions of the country, some com- cemetery service
Everyone enjoyed the program
Sunday.
given here Thursday evening by ing from Alabama, St. Louis, and
Mrs. Robert Terrel was pleasIllinois,
as
well
as
many
nearer
Billy Hale and the Deep Elm
home. The cemetery is now well antly surprised Sunday when she
Ramblers.
kept and the special service is al- returned to her home from church
Mrs. Frank Asher, Detroit, is ways enjoyed and at the same to find a group of friends and
relatives gathered to help celespending a few days with her time helps to commemorate
the
mother, Mrs. Byrch McChesney. lives of loved ones who have pas- brate her birthday. Each guest
Mr. and Mrs. Hewlett McDo- sed on and to maintain an inter- had come provided with well filled baskets for a delightful dinMrs. Allen Riley Thursday night est in their last resting place.
ner. Those attending were Mr
with Mrs. Riley and Mrs. Mal-. 1.1ra. Aggie Coleman spent Sun- and Mrs. Hernie Franklin, Mr.
day evening MTh Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Glenn
corn Blackburn as co-hostesses.
McChesney and
The Missionary Society of the we-1, Mr. and Mrs. John R. Mc- children, • Mr. and Mrs. Slusher
First Presbyterian Church met Lowell, and Mr. and Mrs. J. W. and children and Miss Dothie Terwith Mrs. Cec.1 Brasher Friday McChesney attended the celebra- rel of Princeton.
night, with Miss lmogene Wig- tion of the 124th anniversary of
Brother Ray Wigginton preachginton and Mil. Florence Parr as Clinton Lodge No. 82 at Prince- ed an ordination sermon Sunday
leaders. Members present were ton last Wednesday evening.
night when Basil Dalton and
Mrs. Guy Nichols, Mrs. J. B. Sory,
Mr. and Mrs. Jewel Stewart, Floyd Dunbar were ordained as
Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett, Mrs. John Detroit,
called on Mr. and -Mrs. elders and Hobart Dalton and
F. Rice, Mrs. Cecil Brasher, Mips John
L. Watson Sunday evening. Robert Terrel were ordained as
Imogene Wigginton and Miss Dora
Miss Tillie McNeely has return- deacons.
Young. A delicious iced refresh- ed to Toledo,
Mrs. Claude Wilson was a visiOhio, after spendment was served by the hostess ing a week with
her parents, Mr. tor at Crider Cumberland Presduring the social period.
and Mrs. R. L. McNeely.
byterian Sunday School Sirday
Beverly Travis, little daughter
Loyd Mitchell has returned to morning.
Mr.
and
of
Mrs. Mose Travis, suf- his work at the Ford garage afMr. and Mrs. Preston Woodall
fered a severe and painful injury ter being absent several days be- were Sunday visitors of the Malast week when she fell from a cause of illness.
jor Browns.
tree on a piece of glass, severing
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Zanoska
an artery in her leg. She was of Chicago have been vacationing
Lightest honey found in the
rushed to Princeton for medical With Mrs. Zanoska's mother, Mrs. U. S. probably is that made from
•
(Incorporated)
attention and several stitches Ellen Ray.
firewheat in the northwest.
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.
were taken. She remains in
weakened condition from loss o
blood.
Mrs. Cora Eison, Princeton, is
spending a few days with her
nieces, Mrs. J. B. Sory and Miss
Dora Young.
Mr. Alvin Trigg, Lexington,/
was a visitor in the home of Mr.
and Mrs. W. M. Young Sunday
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. T. R. Akridge and
son, Charles Dean Attridge, spent
Thursday and Friday in Columbia: Ky., as guests of. Mr. anti
Mrs. V. P. Henry. Mr. Henry is
president of the Lindsey Wilson
College in Columbia.
Mrs. Lawrence Jennings, Frankfort, is visiting her mother, Mrs.
C. W. Moore, for a few days.
Mrs. Docie Freeman was called
to Princeton because of the death
of her sister, Mrs. Ellen Davis
last week.
Your
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Riley, Detroit
have been visiting his sister,
Headquarters
Mrs. Docie Freeman.
Miss Wanda Riley has resign/id
For
as clerk in Valley Grocery because of the illness of her mother...:
Buddy King, son of Mr. an
Hopkinsville Rd.
Phone 3226
Mrs. Bill King, suffered an acute
Princeton, Ky.
_attack of asthma Friday nignt.
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CORNETTE'S

Superfine Cotton Yarns
smooth, s

Ferguson Tractors

Sears,Roebuck and Co.
SQ.

DIAL 20411
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way
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AND SEE HOW LITTLE
YOU PAY
PERMANENT FINISH

RUFFLED
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CHESMOTEL LODGE

White and Pastels
Rig Size 82 I 90

Announces the Completion and the Opening of Their
90 x 105

CARRIAGE ROOM

eler throe,
• recisely W
to step 11/ 10

U. S. 41A at Country Club Boulevard

way?

A NEW PINE-PANELLED DINING ROOM FOR A CAPACITY OF ONE HUNDRED FIFTY GUESTS.
IDEAL FOR LARGER PARTIES, GROUPS, MEETINGS, BANQUETS AND CONVENTIONS. THE
CARRIAGE ROOM IS SO CONSTRUCTED THAT IT MAY BE DIVIDED INTO TWO COMPLETELY
PRIVATE ROOMS FOR SMALLER PARTIES, MEETINGS AND GROUPS DESIRING PRIVACY IN

to(OA

For Your Comfort, There Has Been Installed Electric Air Cooling and Electric Radiant Heat,
The Carriage Room is another development in the Chesmotel Lodge group made necessary by
your increasing patronage at Coach and Four Inn. We regret,that we have been unable to
accommodate many of the requests received heretofore for larger group breakfasts, luncheons
and dinners. We now invite you to see and use the Carriage Room.

wawa.

VAI°

CHESMOTEL LODGE, inc. Owner
NAT H. RUSHING, Lessee.
HOPKINSVILLE

2408

e
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'ets and Cases

Run your hand over the smoothness of these sheets. Feel the cool sleep-inviting
texture. Now put Penco to another test! Rub a corner between your fingers...
no powdery substance, no excess Busing to wash away. Pencos are built to stand
up for years of service! Costly? Not at all! Penney's prices are low! Save!

.44.001K"'" 9%

"•,

Nationwide Sheets,81 x 99 -$1.74, 81 x 108-$1.94

PERM-A-RAY

22 x 44

TAILORED
PANELS

TERRY
TOWELS

DINING.
hat You °
Buick.CO

.

*Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

Richly colored "Kitten
Soft" Corduroy Chenille
with basket design in all
white, solid colors and
white or colored grounds.
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H. C. P'Pool Tractor
And Implement Co.

have been slashed just for this big
Midsummer Sale. You'd never believe
it if you didn't see them with your

1%T

to return here In a few weeks
to make their home.
Mr. and Mrs. Just Brunsbaek
and daughter, Julia Ann, Cincinnati, have Oncluded a visit with
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Perkins and
Mrs. Allie Bugg.
Mrs. C. Y. Williams, Russellville spent several days last
week with her sister, Mrs. Beulah Howeeton who is seriously
at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
W. M. Young.
Donald Brasher spent a few
days last week with his sister,
Mrs. Jimmy Kunnecke, and Mr.
Kunnecke in Calvert City.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Ray visited
their son, J. B. Ray, Jr., Mrs. Ray
and daughter, in Sturgis, Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Wood and
Mi. and Mrs. John Dunn, Princeton, w ere Sunday afternoon
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
Bright.
Mr. Leaman Lowry, Evansville,
spent the weeknd with his mother, Mrs. Belle Lowry.
Miss Ida Bell Turley, Evansville, was the weekend guest of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Turley.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Walker attended "Memorial Services" at
Chapel Hill church Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Gillihan,
Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Henson, Mr.
and Mrs. Louis Baker, Eddie
Baker and Mr. and Mrs. Wilford
Baker attended the "Big Singing" in Benton Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Morsre gnd
son, Coy, Jr., Frankfort, are
spending a few days at their
home here.
Professor and Mrs. Guy Nichols left Monday morning for Williamsburg, Va., where they will
spend the summer with their
daughter, Mrs. Tip Downing, and
Mr. Downing.
Mrs. Bill King attended spring
session of school at Murray College.
Mrs. George Loyd and Miss
Alice Browning, Rosiclare, Ill.,
were in town Sunday.
Ladies Aia of the Cumberland
Presbyterian Church me t with

immeammer
303.
The fire

Never before offered at anywhere near this price. Lovely washable Penn-A-Bay
in white and pastel Colors.
Size each 42 x 90.

PLASTIC

KITCHEN
CURTAINS

A Whale of a Buy
at these Penney
Prices
Bath, 22 x 44
65
Face, 16 x 26
35
Wash Cloth . . 2 for 29
See these lovely, thick towels
beautiful decorator colors
marvel at Penney's Low Prices.

AT PENNEY'S

ri June
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Sandlick Road
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We started our Sunday School
with a latge Attendance.
of
Mrs. Mettle Cartwright,
Louisville, is spending the sumCartmer with her son.- M. C.
wright,
Mr. a n d Mrs. Vernon Taylor
and Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Cartwright spent last Sunday at Ken-

-Eighteen members of Roy Anderson's Veteran Farm Training
Class met at Garland Hart's
farm, near the new Midway Bap•
tist Church, this week.
how
learn
to
was
e
purpos
The
ducah?
Brown, to lay out contour guide lines for tucky Dam.
P.
M.
s,
Robert
Donald
'
level.
Mr. and Mrs. Tilford Ladd spent
Edwin use in planting crops on the
Jr., Porter M. Sell and
techSunday fishing at Colson
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'Harvey, Ill., are visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Nichols.
Mr. Jessie French, Chicago, has
returned home after a week's visit
with his father and other relatives. While here, he revived
some old childhood memories. He
and Tilford went fishing in the
Dick Sims creek for the first
time in thirty years. Jay wanted
to catch some "bull heads", but
there didn't seem to be any, so
he settled for perch and "red
horses."
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Land, of St.
Louis, spent last weekend with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. E.
French.,
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and Mrs. Raymond Phelps, Crider.
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The Kentuck
your dead st
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SLIPS
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TRAINING

We have air conditioned our show room and
office so that you may inspect and select a
refrigerator, Maytag washer or other electrical appliance without discomfort during the
summer.

'
CUNNINGHAM
seri
'now mace

ERS
• For

what you getfor your
telephone dollar?

asik

eefosthoen land,

This way folks for our DOLLAR DAY
SPECIALS! Right here are the widest
assortment of the biggest values in
town . . . money-savers you can't
afford. to miss. You'll be amazed when
you see that DOLLAR BILL s tr e t c h!
Every counter piled high with down-toearth bargains. Get here early for the
best pickings!

Vid.you ever
stop to think

vation plan on his farm. Mr. Hartigan's farm is near the Princeton Airport. The contoured field
can easily be seen from the main
road.
• • •
CORN CROP ON CONTOUR
Ramey Johnson, whose farm is
near the Princeton Airport, planted his corn crop on on the contour this week.
This is part of Mr. Johnson's
soil and water conservation farm
1
plan.
• • •
SEEDS TO PASTURE
"I plan to use my farm entirely
for pasture, except for my tobacco base", said R. T. Thompson of the Farmersville community. "This is a good way to hold
the land. It will give good returns
through beef production," he
continued.
Mr. Thompson has already seeded the most of his 60-acre farm
to Ky. 31 fescue, ladino%clover
'and leSpedeza. Last fall seedings
are giving good grazing this year.
''My small lake, built last year,
will furnish plenty of water for
my cow and calf plan of beef
production", Mr. Thompson said

1, 1950
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hearing are some Of the results
and serve. Fotir servings.
of using milk generously.
BANANA MILK SHAKE. Beat
With the mid-morning or afternoon snack, serve a glassful with rotary egg beater until
of cold milk, or make one of these creamy 2 large ripe bananas. Add
2 tablespoons of sugar, pinch of
refreshing beverages:
CHOCOLATE MILK SHAKE: salt and 1 112 teaspoons of vanilla.
Shake or beat vigorously 4 Add 5 cups of cold milk and beat
cups of cold milk and 1 cup of until well blended. Serve at once
chocolate syrup. To make choco- with cracked ice. Makes 5 servlate syrup, melt 4 squares of ings.
chocolate over hot water. Add 1
cup of boiling water and cook
directly over a low flame until
thick and smooth, stirring constantly. Add 1 cup of sugar and
continue cooking for 3 to 4 mMutes. Cool and store.
FRUIT MILK SHAKE: Combine 2½ cups of grape or berry
juice or 3 cups of prune juice
with 3 cups of cold milk. Add suwell
gar if desired. Beat or shake
and serve cold. Serves 5 to 6.
SPICED MILK: Combine 2
2 teaspoon
1
tablespoons sugar, /
1/4 teaspoon nutcinnamon and
meg. Add 3 cups, of milk gradually, stirring to dissolve the sugar.
Beat or shake and serve cold.
Makes 5 servings.
MOLASSES MILK DRINK:
salt
Miv Vs cup molasses, pinch of
and 4 cops cold milk. Beat well
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are three to five pounds an acre
when sown in rows and 20 to 40
pounds when broadcast or sown
with a grain drill. It is ready to
pasture in four to six weeks.
Unless the soil is highly productive, Dr. E. N. Fergus of the
Agricultural Experiment Station
at Lexington advises spreading
or
500 pounds an acre of 6-8-6
ferother high-nitrogen complete
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Save the surface and you save all!

FARMERS Through
THREE RIVERS NAIL FARM
LOAN ASS'N.
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Leans made on good
tram le to U years at 4% Interest on amortised payments

will remain
Registration Books Close Tuesday, June 6th, 1950, and
rday, August
closed until after the Primary Election to be held Satu
5th,1950.
ons must be
To be legally qualified to vote in the Primary Election pers
registered in the Precinct in which they reside.
:
Qualifications to be eligible for registration
, and
(1) Persons 21 years of age, or older
persons who will reach their 21st birthday on or before the General Election to
be held Tuesday, November 7, 1950.
to
(2) A resident of the State 1 year, prior

Aug. 5th; A resident of Caldwell County 6 months, prior to Aug. 5th; A resident of the Precinct 60 days, prior to
Aug. 5th.
Women voters married since last voting
should register under their married
name.

stration or whether
Voters who may be in doubt concerning their regi
k the registration
registered in the proper precinct are urged to chec
records in this office.
COUNTY COURT CLERK

411P111:1•
Me'
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Premarital Blood Test
Benefit Our Society

JOINS HUSBAND IN JAPAN

You Take Tomorrow

W_ashburn Peters

"The Kentucky statute requiring a blood test within 15 days
prior to the application for a marHoge license is not a lot of senseless red tape. Rather, it is a means
of providing assurance of a hapPY, marriage," a member of the
County Health UnIt said.
Pamphlets are available on the
subject in the Caldwell County
Health Unit office, and the public
health personnel will discuss the
matter with engaged couples, it
was stated.

Piano Recital
Will.
Be Given At Butler
Mrs. F P
present her piano 7
cite at the Sutler •
auditorium on yriday"
2, in a program
7:30 p. m.
The public is cord'
to_—attead,
stated.

Aubrey Childress,
spent the weekend with his
mother, Mn. W. W. Childress,
Eagle street.
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Northington have purchased a home from
Mr. and Mrs. Cline Murphy on
%_Nr_ood _ stree.t and will move from
their apartment with Mrs. W. W.
Childress soon.
Mrs. Goi don
Banat
Mrs. James gelato and children,
Shelia Johnson, hje„
Michael and Carol, have returnvisitors in the
ed to their home in Columbia,
home
Mrs. H. C
after spending 'a week with
McConnell
Mrs. Salato's parents, Mr. and
The condition of Sam Steger, day and Wednesday mit4
I. D. Worrell, West Main who has been Ill the last several
street.
days, is reported to be improved.
Try a Leader nivel
Mr. and Mrs. Cleland Carr and
daughter will move to the home
recently vacated by Mr. and Mrs.
Arnold Buckalew on South Jefferson street. The home on Wood
street where they have ben living has been sold.
BROOMS, good 5-tie, regular 99c
Miss Mary Ruth Peters .a n d
special
Joe Peters of the Cadiz road spent
last week with their brother, Mr.
SUGAR, pure cane, 10 lbs.
Robert Peters and family, Hearthstone farm.
pure cane, 100 lbs.
SUGAR,
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Powley,
Cadiz road, spent the weekend
_FAB, large box, each
with friends at Kentucky Lake
park.
SUPER SUDS, large box
Cole Waggener, Oak Ridge,
,
Tenn., spent last weekend with
VEL, large box .
his mother, Mrs. W. C. Waggener, S. Seminary street.
OCTAGON GRANULATED SOAP
Mr. and Mrs. Grayson HarralPOWDERS
son and sons, Don, Lee and Howell, are spending a vacation in
MEAL, cloth bag, 25 lbs.
Daytona Beach, Fla.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Presler and
MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE, 1 lb. tin
sons returned Monday night from
a week's vacation in Michigan, '
FLOUR, selfrising, cloth bag
r
Ceagnio
an
da and other points in that

il&PW Sponsors

Mr. and Mrs. John Washburn Benefit Bridge, Canasta
announce the marriage of their
A benefit bridge and 'canasta
only daughter, Mildred Hazel, to party for the Business and ProMr. Charles B. Peters, son of Mr. fessional Women's Club was held
and Mrs. Eli Peters, Cadiz road.
Tuesday night, May 30, at the
The double ring ceremOny WAS home of Miss Mary Wilsoa Eldperformed at 2:30 p.m., Saturday, red, West Main street. Other
May 20, at the home'of the Rev. hostesses were Misses Car win
J. A. Collier, Cadiz, officiating Cash, Vergie Barnett and Wilma
Vandiver.
There's no tomorrow and there minister.
Mr. Robert Peters was his
can be never,
Miss Mary Loftus won high
And yesterday is gone, is gone brother's best man and Mrs. Pet- score for bridge, with Mrs. Joby
ers was matron of boner.
forever.
Loftus winning second. Mn. JuToday is all, so is today my choosThe bride wore a navy blue lia Martin won high score in
ing—
street length dress with white ac- canasta.
Only today has minutes worth cessories. She wore a corsage of
Present were Mesdames Lala
the using.
white carnations. Her only jew- Barnett, H. W. Nichols, Jessie
elry was a rhinestone necklace, a Williamson, Berdie Moore, ClifLive in the future if you like that gift of the bridegroom.
ton Pruett, Julia Martin, Robert
living;
Mrs. Peters is a graduate of Chambers, Lois Pettit, Harold
I don't, no, Time is far too un- the 1950 class of Butl#r High Wilson, Philip Stevens, Joseph
forgiving.
School.
j.oftus, May Blades, Arney T.
I want the hours before they
The mothers of the bride and ,Rawls, Berdie Nichols, Frank
slip away—
bridegroom attended the wed- Craig, Hillary Barnett, Gwen
Mrs. Clifton Pruett, Jr., Kuttawa's first girl to leave for overYou take tomorrow and I'll take
Pike, Mina Torn Ryan, Ree I. seas since World War II, has joined her husband, Staff Sgt. Clifding.
today.
Mr. and Mrs. Peters left im- Engelhardt, Allene Williamson ton Pruett, Jr., at Yokohama, Japan. Mrs. Pruett, the former
and Richard Morgan.
Verna Louise Whittington, left Sunday, May 14, for Seattle, Wdsh.,
Mr. and Mrs. 0. M. Shultz, Jr., mediately after the ceremony for
Miss Wilma Vandiver, Vergie where she boarded the USS Aunsivorth. Staff Sergeant and Mrs.
and son Everett, Crawfords- a wedding trip, after which they
Barnett, Mary Wilson Eldred, Pruett will make their home in Japan until 1952. Mrs. Pruett is
ville, Arkansas, and Mr. and Mrs. will be at home on Cadiz road.
Virginia McCaslin, Carwin Cash, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Whittington, Kuttawa.
Thomas McConnell were the
Mary Leta Hamby, Mary Loftus,
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Burchett - Gresham
from Annapolis, Md., where he
Virginia Hodge, Mary Dancie
Saul Pogrotsky and Marvin,
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has been assigned executive ofHodge,
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Beck,
Berdie
Tuesday evening.
Lewis Burchett, of Princeton, and
Nichols, Busch Cummins and
ficer of the ship, BUCK.
Mr. Mason Gresham, of Lamasco,
Pamella Gordon.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard York and
Dr. and Mrs. Hugh Goodwin,
was solemnized Saturday, May 6,
son, of Louisville, visited friends Jr., and daughter, Dorothy Leigh,
at Kuttawa. The Methodist minister at Kuttawa performed the Former Princeton Girl
and relatives here this week.
of Summerville, Ga., arrived here
double ring ceremony in the
Miss Virginia Bowie Satterfield, Wednesday to spend several days
Wins
School
Honors
presence of friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Hobart McGough,
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. McConnell daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Boyd with his mother, Mrs. Hugh
Stanford, spent last weekend
The couple' will make their will leave tornorrow morning for
Satterfield, Morgan avenue, will Goodwin, Hopkinsville street.
with relatives here.
home near Lamasco, where the Harrodsburg where they will visCpl. William Randall Jenkins,
Floyd Hopper, formerly of
bridegroom is engaged in farming. it their daughter, Mrs. Josephine graduate from the University of
Fort Campbell, spent Decoration Princeton, now a resident of AnMitchell and daughter this week- Kentucky tomorrow night. She
day with his wife and parents in derson, Ind., recently underwent
end. They will also attend gradu- majored in music at the UniverPolly Anna Class
Princeton.
an operation at the Methodist
•
The Polly Anna Sunday School ation exercises of the Harrods- sity. Mr. and Mrs. Satterfield,
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Parker of Hospital at Indianapolis, Ind. His
Class of the First Baptist Church burg High School where their Mrs. R. Roy Towery, Princeton,
is improved, it is reall your bills in one lump held its regular meeting Tuesday granddaughter, Miss Martha and Mrs. Russell Smith, Eddy- the Otter Pond community were
pcoonrtdediti."
visitors in Princeton Tuesday.
sum with a loon from us. Then night, May 23, at the home of Anne Mitchell, is a member of
vine, will leave in the morning
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Johnson and
Mrs. Jack Powers and son,
have only one payment to Mrs; Charles McLi n, Locust the senior class.
to attend the graduation exer- Jack Baker Powers, Hampton, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Keifer,
S.
make and only one place to street, with Mrs. Lewis LitchMartha Anne won the oratori- cises.
Virginia, arrived here last week Whitley, Ind., spent last weekfield as co-hostess.
pay.
cal declamation contest in the loMarvin
end
Pogrotsky,
with
son
for
of
a
Mr.
visit
Mr.
with
Mrs.
Powers'
and Mrs. W. L.
After a business meeting and cal school and the district contest
Come in or phone today. 7
and Mrs. Saul Pogrotsky, West mother, Mrs. W. W. Childress, Granstaff, and family.
general discussion, the hostess and at Richmond. She entered the
Main street, will receive a B.S. Eagle street. Mr. Powers is exMrs. B. F. Smith, St. Louis, arco-hostess served a dessert to state finals in Lexington where
degree in business administra- pected to join his family here rived Sunday for a two-week
visMesdames Gordon Glenn, Brad she was placed in the second
it with her daughter, Mrs.
tion from the College of Com- next week for a visit.
a "ele4tafe
H. C.
Lacey, Jimmy Morrison, Carl winning group. Martha Anne also
merce, University of Kentucky-,
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Sparks left McConnell and Mr. McConnell at
FINANCE CORPORATION OF KY
Moore, Oscar George, James had the leading part in the Hartomorrow night. Mrs. Pogrotsky, *ednesday morning for Lexing- their home in the Otter
Pond
Wells, Barkley Townes, John rodsburg senior class play.
left for Lexington Tuesday morn4 eten where they will attend the community.
Hoppe r, Marshall Ethridge,
'ing and Mr. Pogrotsky will jofil graduation exercises at UniversiBurhl Hollowell and Clelland
them Itomorrow to attend the ty of Kentucky, where their son,
Leader Congratulates
Carr.
Mr. and Mrs. Clauscine Baker, graduation exercises.
: Bill Sparks, will be graduated.
N. H. Talley, Jr., Nashville, is
Dawson road, on the birth of a
Mr. and Mrs. Jennings Goza,
son, Andre Perry, May 27, at Riv- visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Nashville, Tenn., are visiting her
N. H. Talley, Sr., on West Main . parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. C.
erside Hospital, Paducah.
• • •
street. N. H. has been assigned sparks, Eddyville road.
Mr. and Mrs. Price Elmo Lamb, to duty at the Mid-State Tuber- 1 Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Rumley,
pawson Springs, Route 3, on the culosis Hospital, Nashville. He DetrOta 'Mich., are visiting her
'birth of a son, Price Elmo, Jr., will receive his medical dekree parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. E. John,trom Vanderbilt University next ston, 4. Aelpi-sork street, and othMay 25.
.• • ,
year.
er relitives.
Mr. and Mrs. Pross WashingThose attending a birthday
Mr. and- Mrs John Mahan and
ton Harper, Route 3, on the birth dinner here Tuesday in honor af
tie daughters, Joan and Pat,
of a daughter, Marion Patricia, A. P. Cook, Sr., Franklin sreet, ave returned from a visit to his
The Lillie Bell Shop, formerly Arnold's, will
May 26.
were Mr. and Mrse Jerry Berry mother, Mrs. T. J. Mahan, Blytheand daughter, of Mayfield; Mary vi e, Ark.
• •.
open Friday, June 2.
Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Garfield Julia Moore, of Murray; Ralph
,.tames Scott, Harrisburg, IlliMitchell, Route 2, on the birth of Waldrop, of Mayfield, L. E. Pol do* spent the weekend with kis
Formal opening is scheduled for a later date.
a son. He has been named Ed- lins, of La Center, and Miss Car- :bother, Mrs. Agnes Scott and
ward Michael.
rie Thorp, of Sarldeaf.
r relatives and friends.
PERS
We invite our friends to visit us in the meanLieutenant Commander A.
,and Mrs. 0. M. Shultz, Jr.,
Cook, Jr., and family, Mrs. Cook slyid two-year old son, Everett,
and two daughters, Charlotte and Crawfordsville, Arkansas, are vistime and see our values in Summer Merchandise.
Kiwanians Scheduled
Elizabeth, are visiting .his par- iting Mr. Shultz's parents, Rev.
To Have Barbecue
ents, Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Cook, and Mrs. 0. M. Shultz, Sr„ and
Members of the Princeton Ki- Sr., Franklin street, this
week. other relatives and friends. Mr.
wanis Club were scheduled to Commander Cook and
his fam- Shultz is superintendent Of schools
entertain members of the newly ily are enroute to San Diego at
Crowfordsvill,-.
chartered Key Club, an organization sponsored by Kiwarlians, with
ta barbecue at Kuttawa Springs
Wednesday night.
You take tomorrow, I prefer today,
Would use the hours before they
slip away.
Tomorrow is too distant, too uncertain;
I would live now before Time
draws the curtain.

WHY PAY MORE?

25 lb. bag

to pay
Bills

POTATOES, new, large size, 10 Is
LEMONS, dozen
PRINCE ALBERT TOBACCO,can
CHEESE, Swift's, 2 lb. box

PAY

TEA, Garden Party. This is a high quality
Orange Pekoe Black Tea, none better
any price. 8 full ounces
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Specialty
lker's Drugs & Jewelry
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Dial 3211

It's Stupendous - Gigantic. The Greatest Saving Event
Ever Offered in the Entire History of ARNOLD'
Business Career —

Mrs. Lillie Belle Childress

NOW GOING ON
TEA, Tend
1/4-1b. box
OOLAID, assorted flavors
HEESE FOOD,-2 lb. box
ROOMS, 5-tie,'extra fine
ORN, cream style, 303 ca

We are sorry we do not have time to quote prices or
tell you how much you can save - - - but Believe Us--

at just

That's why we never sacrifice quality.
Have your doctor leave your prescriptions with us.

OMATO CATSUP, 14 oz.

ders from our contractors to clear the racks and un.
load the shelves - - - make way for the workman -

AM SALAD, CHI
IMENTO SALAD

140,050

Goodbye And Good Luck To You, Dorothy!
Telephone 3404

Princeton, ky.

• SUITS
*COATS
• DRESSES
• MILLINERY

0 BLOUSES
•GOWNS
• GLOVES
• SLIPS
•BAGS
•PANTIES
•ACCESSORIES
• PAJAMAS

dividends to come early and come often - - - Get you(
share of these Bargains.

SICKROOM
SUPPLIES
Buy your sickroom supplies where you
have your prescriptions filled.We carry
a complete stock of quality merchandise at reasonable prices. Your order
will receive the prompt service that
prescription receives. Try us.
Wa vs. Mark frescrlesioa Choorkah

OPEN 6:30 A. M.

--

ARRY'S
IAL 3422

Many Thousand Dollars Worth of Fine Seasonable
Merchandise to be Sacrificed, So Great Is This Event.
New Sale Items will be added Doily — It will pay big

WE HAVE BEEN TRUSTED WITH OVeR

WHO FILLS
YOUR
1.
PRESCRIPTIONS?
Corner Drug Store

RUNE JUICE, 1 qt., Lady
-8 VEGETABLE JUICE, 46

It's Terrific - - - Let it be enough said that we have or.

the new
nude styles

ICKLES, qt., sweet
EW POTATOES, 10 lbs

Just arrived...a variety
of summer coolers, White
suede stripling sandals,
anklets, cutaway pumps in
our beautifully fitting
Jacquelines1 Sizes 4 to 10,
AAA to B in plaiform'd
Or single.sole types.

l7ke. SONGS'
CHARAC
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Homemakers News White Sulphur
Crider

CETON, KENTUCKY

At The Churches

Holy Dayi, Mass at T o'clock.
Mass at 10 o'clock.

Deaths & Funerals

Mrs. Hayden Board and son* FIRST CHRISTIAN
OUTWOOD VETERAN'S HOS- CUMBERLAND
Geo. W. Filer, Minister
The lesson on flower arrange- and Mrs. Minnie Cartwright spent
Miss Sarah M. Guilt
PITAL CHAPEL
PRESBYTERIAN
fi
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Services:
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ment,
Cartwith
Mrs. Edna
Page
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'wright
Tallent,
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and
minister '
and Mrs. Argel Nelson,
Church School at 9;45 a m.
H. Davis, & Denton completed his
Mass at 10:30 o'clock.
ah Melvina Guilt, 84, who died
a of the late Pat
pastor- was a lesson of interest
Sunday School, 9:45 a.. m..
Worship Service at 11:00 a. m.
to the, Mrs. Edward dkrtwright and
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Second
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Monday at *the home of Mr. and
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GYF•mstets at 8:00 p. m. each Mass at 8
Cridet_apinmaitera Althea 1hRY family visited Mr. and Mrs.
o'clock.
Mrs. 011ie McConnell; of the
Under the pastorate of the
the previous year, the
Youth Fellowship, 6 p, m.
Sunday.
Rev. met in the home of Mrs. Floyd frtrd " Winne" and saran
r'
Creswell cortanntnity, were eon- Holy Days, Mess at 9 o'clock
Evening Worship, 7:30 p. m.
on the southeast col J. Lester McGee,' who came to Dunbar for their regular meeting Sunday.
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.
ducted Tuesday afternoon at
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followed
Mrs. J. C. Myers gave the minby
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur day at 7:00 9. m.
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bert Kemp, assisted by the Rev.
Clements is assistant pastor.
'Rpmchoir rehearsal.
modern edifice of sorship
Faughn and Bettie Jean Sunday.
of the Men's Club of the or lesson on picnic grounds
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Mr. and Mrs. Johnson Tosh and
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:lodist
FAIRVIEW BAPTIST
church, to complete the
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Miss Guilt was born August 31,
third led by Mrs.
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Clifton Clift and son visited Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
a; with a $5,000 gift from floor of the building for use as si
(Rev. Reed Woodall, pastor)
(Rev. Travis Terrell, pastor)
1886.
SUNDAY
caaree Coon, a native of part of its educational facilities. songs were led by Miss Vandiver. Faughn and Bettie Jean Saturday
Sunday School every Sunday
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
Services every second Saturday
Burial was at Pleasant 14111
Refreshments were served to night.
whose parents were Operating on a
afternoon at 2:30.
pay-as-you-go the
10;45 a.m Morning Service
night, at 7:30 p.m., and Sunday Cemetery.
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Several from the White Sulof the Ogden Memorial plan the work was completed
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is nucelus, and with a cost of approximately $4,000. Grace Adamson, Mesdames Clif- phur Church attended the Sunfourth Sunday afternoons at at 11 a. m.
services on fourth Sunday at 11
ton Clift, Floyd 11aunbar, J. C. day School Association meeting WEDNESDAY
which had been made, Dedication services were held
Sunday School at 10 a.m. and a. m. and 7:30 p. m.
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MidWeek
Myers,
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a
and friends, the present week of special services in which Phelps, Dick Son, Herbert Wil- day afternoon.
day at 7:30 p. m.
liams,, Hugh Yates and Miss Vanbuilding was started a number of former pastors
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A
supply
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METHODIST
from the
par- diver.
Louisville Er.'et...2 Seminary will Rev. Joseph H. Callender, Pastor NORTHSIDE BAPTIST
ticipated.
Rev. Irvine L. Parrett is pastor.
Visitors were Mrs. Journey preach at the White Sulphur
Church School, 9:45 o'clock
The present Ogden Memorial
A of the present buildSunday School-10 a. ta.
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock
, approximately $75,000 Methodist Church is a beautiful Kennedy, Miss Barbara Williams Church Sunday in the absence of
Preaching-41 a. m.
and Sammy, Mrs. Clyde Jones the pastor, the Rev. Sairley DeMethodist Youth Fellowship,
en the first service was church edifice, inside and out,
Training Union-6:45 p. m.
and Miss Mary Elizabeth Jones. Bell.
6 o'clock
. the sanctuary in July, complete on all three of its
Evening Worship-a-7:45 p. m.
Evening Worship, 7:30 o'clock
; 'was a debt ,of $20,000. floors. Beautiful chimes, donatRev. and Mrs. Shirley DeBell
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y
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gone
to Alabama w h e r.e
by Dr. B. L. Keeney in honor
Service, 7 7:45 p. m.
the
Subject To Our Market Change, We Are Now
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on
o'clock
the
Rev. DeBell will perform t h e
llaced
of his mother, add greatly to the Kentucky Conclave
Paying
effort
meet
to
For Corn Delivered To Our Sheller - - PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
music of the church and the worin an
G. W. Towery, J. Frank Gor- marriage ceremony of his broth- FIRST
BAPTIST
Old Madisonville Road, Rey
1:ents on the debt.
ship service. This year a new don, Earl Adams, I. C. Glover, er, the Rev. Jerry DeBell.
H. G. M. Hatter, Pastor
William E. Cunningham, pastor.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Brown spent
4 the first year's pas- roof was put on the building un- all of Princeton, and Henry Gor9:45 a. m. Sunday School
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Morning Worship 11:00 a_m.
all a bond issue of $23,500 pastor, the Rev. Callender. The the state conclave of the Grand parents, Mr. and Mrs. Kem.
5:45 p. m. Training Union
Young People's Service 6:00
Commandery, Knights Templar, The people of the White Sul-.ted, and with the loyal entire building is debt-free.
7:00 p. m. Evening Worship
p.m.
in Louisville 'last Wednesday and phur community have been busy
aa women, supplemented CHURCH PASTORS
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday,
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.
setting tobacco.
:equest of $5,000 from the
Names of the first pastors of Thursday.
7:15 p. m.
Wednesday evening
prayer
Kevil, a native of the the church in its early history
are land, 1931-33; R. W. Raaf,
service 7:00 p.m.
1934;
ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC,
ty who had died in May- 'not available, J. S. Scobe, D. S.
local
Golfers
To
Meet
W.
Leroy
Baker,
1935-41; E. S.
PRINCETON
,:ea years previous to that--Campbell and S. K. Breeding
CEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
Denton, 1942-45; J. Lester M,cGee, Paducah Here Sunday
CHURCH Or THE IMMACUserved prior to 1892 but the date
the burden was eased.
Rev. H. C. Knight, pastor.
1946-47;
Summers Brinson, 1948Local
golfers
of
the
LATE
PAW
Princeton
DEBT
CONCEPT
CH
ION, EARLof theiriaastorates is not known. 49, and
Preaching services every secJ. F. Callender, present Golf and Country Club will meet INGTON
the 8300 bequest of the Pastors and the date of their pastor.
ond and fourth Sunday at 11 a.m.
Paducah's Paxton Park in an inFirst, third and fifth Sundays,
Mollie Duke Ratliff and service since 1892 are:
and 7 p. m.
ter-club
OGDEN
match
here
MEMORI
at
1 p. m. Mass at 8 o'clock.
AL
'cal support of the congreJ. S. Chandler, 1892-95; A.
Prayer meeting every ThursThe body of the Rev. Benjamin Sunday, Hart Warren, local pro
Second and fourth Sundays, day night at 7 p. m.
- the last of the debt was Mitchell, 1896-97; T. J. Randolph,
announces
Ogden,
.
first itinerant preacher in
1945 and the notes were 1898; S. L. C. Coward, 1899; W.
this section for whom the present
: .ast ten years after they R. Smith, 1900-02; S. M. Miller,
Iowa produces more chicken
Methodist Church is named, is
.aued. Special services 1903; W. A. Easley, 1904.. G. W.
buried about two miles south of and eggs than any other state.
to the burning of the last Hammel, 1905-07; F. M. Petty,
the church named in his honor.
Russia did not adopt the Greg
1908; J. P. Stubblefield, 1909; C. The
farm where his body rests on orian calendar under which mos
G.
Prather,
1910-11;
W.
C.
Prescriptions A
Bran- the Eddyville road now
belongs of the world now operates undon, 1912-16; W. H. Archey, 1917; to Mr.
and Mrs. George Harrel- til 1918.
Specialty
T. J. Wade, 1918-19; A. D. Litch- son, members
of the Ogden Memfield, 1920-23; W. P. Gordon,
lees Drugs & Jewelry 1924-25; J. T. Rushing, 1926-27; orial congregation.
The date of the death of the
Dial 1211
Pat H. Davis, 1928-30; J. R. No-,
Rev. Ogden is not given but in
1888 a monument made by labor
from the Eddyville State prison
was erected on the grave. The
Rev. D. S. Campbell, Methodist
preacher and chaplain of the
prison at the time, supervised
making bf the marker.
CHURCH OFFICERS
Today the Ogden Memorial
Methodist Church is one of the
WE
r
most modern a n d complete
buildings in this section of the
state with all organizations of
the denomination being represented in active work. Present
church officials include:
W. T. Watkins, resident bishop;
G. W. Hummel, district superintendent: Mrs. Jeddie Pickering,
communion stewardess; Thomas
Lacy, chairman official board,
Mrs. Jettie Pickering, church
treasurer; Mrs. R .A. Mabry,
choir director; G. G. Harralson,
chairman board of trustees; Aarry Long, church school superin. •„.
tendent; Jame, Wallace, youth
fellowship President; - Gardner
Terry cloth coats with pockets
White, young adult fellowship
and Red and White, Blue and White
president;
Charles
Mrs.
HubROOMS,5-tie, extra fine
pleated back
bard, woman's society Christian
Stripes and Checks in Prints.
White, Maize
service president, and Mrs. George
CORN, cream style, 303 can
lOc
Pettit and Mrs. Cooper Crider,
Polka Dots and Fancy Flowered
organists.
MOUS, qt., sweet
Stewards are: Thomas Lacey,
Seersuckers
chairntan;'Dr. W. L. Cash, Harry
NEW POTATOES, 10 lbs.
Long, J. A. Creasey, Dr. B. L.
Keeney, R. A. Mabry, Lee CarNovelty Printed Sheer
RUNE JUICE, 1 qt., Lady Betty
din; G. U. Griffin. B. N. Lusby,
Thomas
Cash,
Dr. Ralph
Amos,
ViVEGETABLE JUICE, 46 oz. can
CHILDREN'S
J. B. Griffith, Jack Henry and
Mrs. Fred Pickering.
SIZES
4- 14
OMATO CATSUP, 14 oz. bottle
Come in today. Prompt,
1 3c
Jaggers, E.
Others are Dr. C.
expert
service.
"Renew"
LADIES'
L. Williamson, Ralph Randolph,.
your car
and pay as
Grayson Harralson, K. R. CurnSIZES 12- 18
NAM SALAD, CHICKEN SALAD &
you drive!
mins, Hillery Barnett, J. D. Alexander, J. B. Shrewsbury, GardPIMENTO SALAD — Fresh Daily
ner White, Vernal M. Davis,
Frank Webb, George Martin, Jr.,
N. T. Cole and R. S. Sneed.
OPEN 6.30 A. M. -CLOSE 8:30 P. M.
Trustees are G. a -Harrelson;
chairman; M. L. Kinsolving, Dr.
W. L. Cash, W. 0. Towery, Dr. B.
L. Keeney, F. K. Wylie, Herman
Lowry, B. N. Lusty and W. L.
Davis.
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Gadget Puts Golfer's
Swing In The Groove

.maret, Sam Snead and other
By Ralph Sprinkle _
play-for -pay greats apart fro-m
beginGolf
—
C.
,
N
Charlotte
the week-end par chasers.
ners, dubs and improved dubs
"Groovemaster" is the proposmay soon be able to groove their ed answer. It's a device that conswings like the par busters.
trols the movement of the club
They can at least renew hope through the arc of the swing
4..
of attaining the smooth swing from start to finish—through the
that sets Ben Hogan, Jimmy De- back swing, wrist cocking, down
swing and follow-through.
Visualize a free-swinging pendulum to which the clubhead is
your
attached, and there's
"Groovemaster." It can be set up
in home, office, gymnasium or
yard—wherever a club can be
swung freely.
Its backers, headed by Harry
Frohman, former Charlotte gear
manufacturer, claim the device
through the "Fun House" of the Rocky Glen Park,
'FUN HOUSE' GETS TOO HOT:. Flames sweep
flames
eliminate the need of rememsweeping through the amusement park shot
blaze,
ar
sPectacul
A
Pa.
six miles south of Scranton,
to have started in a
believed
was
fire
The
bering a flock of don'ts—at the
miles.
15
of
distance
a
so high that it could be seen for
a
same time automatically applythe "Fun House" and another installation. Only
penny arcade. It spread to a roller coaster,
o)
Wirephot
(AP
started.
fire
the
caretaker was in the amusement park when

Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis-Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, .Ky

FOR THE FARMER
Armour's Fertilizer - Cumberland Fertilizer
Meacham's and Broadbent's Hybrid Corn
Scratch Harrow - Rastus Plows
Plow Points - Shovel Points
Arsenate of Lead - Paris Green
15% Fermate - Cubor Dust
Livestock Spray - Pestroy 25 ( DDT
Dust Sprayers - Pressure Sprayers
Binder Twine - Implement Repairs
Plow Gear - Binder Canvas Repair
Woven Wire Fence - Barb Wire
Wire Stretchers - Galvanized Roofing
Iron Age Tobacco Planters

VISIT
••

doe

Phone 332

Tenth and Virginia Sts.
HOPKINSVILLE

Princeton

euaoteiut

OW! only $119" for a
genuine MAYTAG!
Every
Mae
ittgricel

Good trade-in
t
men
pay
n
dow
low
Easy monthly terms
,
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• GOOD W0RKMApi0e0
*GOOD VALVE

• •

Walker's Drugs & Jewelry

.
prised„

Phone 2224

DIAL $211

TERMITE SPECIALISTS
OVER 3,500 CONTRACTS Some of Largest in
The Country

FREE
INSPECTION AND ESTIMATES

WITTY AND CARL

.26995

Get YOUR new Maytag today!

McCONNELL ELECTRIC CO.
Phone 2091

TOMACH SUFFERER

AMAZING RELIEF
STOMA
HARVEY
e
f
EAIMENT goes
treatme
stomach
most
today. It is
the market
different mediein
at lour
main tngredients
e of the
Iladonna.
this wonder
'e guarantee
pa
edieloe to relieve ulcer
acid, gassy, belc
that
d
pep f
rvous and lack of
price
g Compare its
preparations
er stomach
today
tart this treatment
suffer.
ere is no need to
Ur druggist for Harvey
AT
Is SOLD ONLv
WOOD DRUG STORE
PRINCETON, Ky.
•

Hopkinsville, Kentucky
PHONE 77$-W

P. 0. BOX 256

Try a Leader Classified Ad!

Dollar

FOR PROTECTION OUTSIDE
... FOR ENJOYMENT INSIDE

you

HIER these DANGER SPOTS
/Agrippa,
.•••••••

Oil
P;
:g4H

adaptable, Hyatt says, to tall or
short players. It also is adaptable to varying degrees of upright or flat swings.
Its principal parts include a
bracketed arm extending out
from wall or tree, much in the
manner of the kitchen can opener. From the end of this arm
hangs the pendulum, a light metal rod. The ground end of the
rod attaches to the clubhead on
a ball socket.
The clubhead, at the bottom of
the swing, is about teed-ball
heighth off the floor or ground.
The pendulum-like rod controls the path of the clubhead
through its arc, with the pupil's
arm serving as the spokes of the
wheel and the neck as the hub
of the swing.
The 'device, brainchild of Sam
A. Milliner, owner of a Jacksonville, Fla., trucking and storage
company, has won the endorsement of two top-flight pros —
U. S. Open Champion Cary Middelcoff of Memphis and Charlotte's Clayton Heafner, member
of the Ryder Cup team.
Hyatt has had little chance to
compile case histories on his
transient Miami school pupils.
He recalls one progress report,
however. A 100-plus shooter, after a few lessons with the
"Groovemaster", pulled his score
down to 84—his lowest mark at
that time.
That's enough to put a 100plus golfer into a real frenzy of
enthusiasm—or don't you play
golf?

It's a wonderful feelin
a magnificent new
feel the pride of drivin
in every line and actio

1111111111=111

PROTECT YOUR HOME NOW!

M.&

with SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

SWP

everything you
ever wanted...

NEW

"FAVORITE
by

Here's a neat classic, and lant.
fen does it with dash —a dusts
of bewitchery in th• shirred bra,
more than a dash of figure flattery in the shrewd design. Reversed groin panels give you th•
sleek curved-and carved look...
the full lined bra divida for a
prettier balling. It's mod* of
Luxury Satin losiex,® cornett In
sun-and.waterlested colors that
stay gorgeous ... all at a price
proving you nmedn't be rich to
be beautiful. 32-40.

2a441.e'S
The Exclusive Ladies' Store
Hopkinsville

REMEMBER THIS

Thinking of Insulating Your Home?
There is a big reason why big industries like General Electric,
Coldspot, Kelvinator, Montgomery Ward, Servel and Westinghouse and a number of others use Fiberglas Insulation.
It is guaranteed for the life of the building ',Wind settling
and losing insulation value, also against moisture and rot.
Yes, the price is reasonable. Call or write us for free estimate.

WEST KY. ROOFING CO.
1123 Broadway

Naturally, the come
of the Silver Streaks, a
its own. But character

.C""!21111

FIBERGLAS
Maytag Automatic —Inmost you can
buy. Completely automatic. Fa- #
moue G3erafoena smishhig action.

J
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• IN GOOD TAIITI

Henry & H

(Ground and Polished Leases)

The Carlisle Orange Unit,
American Legion Auxiliary, was
the first organization to pledge
$25 to the fund for improvement
of the Caldwell county Poor
Farm. It was reported to The
Leader last week that the American Legion made the first pledge.
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Auxiliary Contributes

Pvt. James I. Fralick
With Army In Japan

Before you insulate your home

into
la

for

ewsPro

nom" )41PM

Illinois Territory was established in 1805.

Vito

kilayk,, modal N— Whiz through • el
whole week's wash! Here's Amerlea's biggest washer value!

MEMORIA

Private James I. Fralick, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Ira Fralick, of
112 Good street, Princeton, recently participated , in a field
demonstration for Brigadier General Henry I. Rodes, First Cavalry Division Assistant Commander in Tokyo, Japan.
Prior to enlisting into the
Army, he attended the Butler
High School, Princeton.

WHEN IN HOPKINSVILLE

HARDWARI CO.

L.
Private First Class Billy
ElMrs.
and
Mr.
of
son
Corley,
Trace
vie Corley, 702 Varmint
a
Road, Princeton, has attended
driving
course of instruction ou
, Japan
Army vehicles inyokyo
the two
of
on
completi
.
Upon
a
week course he will be givest
endriving permit, which will
vehicles.
title him to drive Army
to
The course will enable him
heavy
drive civilian trucks and
transport types.

$10 to $100.
Cities may pass speed ordinances setting maximums leas than
35 miles but the state limit is 35
Miles per hour for both cars and
trucks within business and residential areas. Passenger cars may
go 60 miles per hour in the daytime in open country and 50
miles per hour at night. One-half
hour after sunset to one-half hour
before sunrise is considered night.
The new limit for trucks is 50
miles an hour during the day and
40 at night.

BaluteA.

AND KNOCK POOR
HEALTH FOR A LOOP!

(We Have a Limited Amount Of
Ammonia Nitrate)

Kentucky motorists have been
State
Warned by Guthrie Crowe,
Police Commissioner, that the
speed
new state law regulating
15.
limits will go into "effect June
w law rairteli tile Weed liman
it from the original 45 miles
hour at all'times in some cases
and regulates the speed for night
and day driving. Fines of from
$15 to $200 will be placed against
the veolatore of The new alt.
Those who exceed the present
speed limit will be fined from

ing the "do's."
Strawberry Icebox Cake "Frank Wood Conducts
It is expected to be in prOducPresbyterian Service
Is Economical Dessert
tion this spring.
Frank Wood, member of the
R,
VANDIVE
By WILMA
The secret of "Groovemaster"
r al Presbyterian Church,
Cent
Home Demonstration Agent
success, according to Fred Hyatt,
conducted the prayer meeting
strawberand
cheap
eggs
it
With
that
is
pro,
veteran Charlotte
service of the church Wednesday
automatically imposes the correct ries plentiful, why not treat your night in the absence of the pasicebox
ry
strawber
a
to
swing. Either the clubhead goes family
tor, the Rev. Floyd A. Loperfido,
through its proper arc or some- cake? Try this recipe.
who spent Tuesday and Wednes1 tablespoon gelatin
thing gives—the, pupil.
day in Louisville,
1/4 eup cold water
Hyatt, whe recently complet14 cup boiling water
ed a six-month trial run with the
Louisiana Territory was given
4 cups sugar
/
11
device in a Miami, Fla., golf
its own government in 1805.
crushed
ies,
strawberr
quart
1
emphaschool, says the device
1 tablespoon lemon juice
sizes:
1 Cup cream, whipped
Bringing the clubhead back
Vs teaspoon salt
low and straight along the in,
Sponge cake
tended line of flight, the imporSoak the gelatin in the cold
tance of a straight left arm, proadd the boilper wrist-breaking and a down- water for 5 minutes,
and sugar; stir until
swing that throws the clubhead ing water
are dissolved.
through the point of impact from gelatin and sugar
berries, add the lemon
the
Mash
out.
inside
the
the gelatin
How many slicing , golfers juke, combine with
When partialwould love to find that inside- mixture, and chill.
ly set, fold in whipped cream, to
out groove!
been added.
The :'Groovemaster" is equally which the salt has
Chill again, then spread between
layers of sponge cake and keep in
DRINK 6000 PURE MILK a refrigerator several hours or
PRODUCED BY
overnight before serving.
PRINCETON CREAMERY
This makes a complete dessert.

President Jefferson be
Louisiana Territory la 1803
—

Pfc. Billy L. Corley
Now Serving In Japan

New Speed Laws Will
Go In Effect June 15

June 1, 19

0. BERKLEY
Paducah

Phone 275

,P
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pRICE

Per Gal.
in 5's

GIVES YOU---

MORE BEAUTY ... SWP r•lors are smart arid
now end or• th• gnat Is..,. Points IN., Shitrsfl•Williams hies •ver risad•. In Its whiter brighter
whit* ... S. In Its cleaner mor• beautiful colors,
SWP diva yap, hens• • !stow "freshly painted
leek" that tteys on end ••.

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

PORCH AND FLOOR ENAMEI
A tarok, w•sheble. wee, r5.
porcl•Fri
shier. prel•ction lax
Sted• I• he*/
end floors

freshly
some efts,

*al

MORE ENDURANCE ... swr is terns.1.0•41 by
mast.. paint tahnicieins from Is. hIgh•st ou•Nty
new nnsterirtls •nil every step 01 Mill, monafiet•••
hes beefs (wavily r•ntretnted t• minim them Iasi
, pelf& will Isar. deteriorated.
after online.)
-J.

LESS WORK ... SWP Is rerefolly fornstiloted te
predur•• brilliant trim white the, will work e•sla
sender the brush, glv• bother hiding power and
rtiquIr• loss metals! In the long run to gly• yea
heart son•ri Peng testing lb...1y,
LESS COST ... swys whNa whites on, se f...
rnulhastrl lbw they !mortar,•Sarah 'aloha', Seree.•
which lasts lenge, end •tays whiter that ordinary
bears p•Ints. With SWP house point highest
querns/ pignstent fin•ly grriund results In • tighter
Sins which aeons irsa• years el he•vty end parNotion. SWP will still bit "retorting yarr hays*
L.......
after ow•ny paints wbuld Ists•• Jeterlasto.d.

We will rec

p•InI•el

$1.50

••••••..

Princeton

lark

Leader and

QC.

READY-TO-USE

KFIVIGLO
IAINACLI LUSTRE FINISH
For kthilmos, larthr••int
Ansel W•11141w.r.
LOOKS AND WASH'S LIKI
DAKID MAW* $2.39

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS. PAINTS
The Sate* Famous Quality ... Everywhere
AT YOUR NEARBY SHkRWIN - WILLIAMS DEALER

L R

R CO.
PHONE 2751

JOE ALTS

, Juno 1, 1950

PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
Important To. Save
SO In Bluegrass

representing lives, hopes, dreams and amoitions of those
4
,
"
issde up the.populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
nowhere but in tho yellowed files of TwiceAgo recorded
e
ck Leader of those years will be pUbliShed as a regular Leader
The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton, re.
- 'ottani, after the turn of the century, wrote them.
cher 24, 1918. Mrs. Nan- Harry Long left at noon today
wmentne-tor for Wirittheeter,
to enter Wesstele eft this
wend
a few leyan College and be enrolled
to
,
•
Mrs. in the S.A. T.C.
with her daughter,
• • •
fletcher.
October 1, 1918. John H. Stev• • .1
100mber 27, 1918. John ens, of Louisville, spent Sunday
icn,130;.ce Cunningham and in the city and returned home
yesterday morning accompanied

STOMACH SLIFFERIRS
AMAZING RELIEF
onHARVEY
STOMACH
*ENT goes further
treatments
00: llost stomach
made
the market today. It is
different medicines.
0 of tour
ingredients is
geed the main
gnadonfla.
wonderful
er guarantee this
e to relieve ulcer pains,
gasy, belchy,
gd that acid,
gritous and lack of pep feelkg. Compare its price with
40 stomach preparations.
gart this treatment today —
titre a no need to suffer. Ask
drutest.for Harvey TabSOW ONLv AT
WOOD DRUG STORE
PRINCETON, KY.

There is an obligation to the public at
large that goes with
owning an automobile.
You must be
prepared to pactect
others as. well a-.
yourself against financial loss that can
be caused by your
vehicle. Insure today!

Pa to Nine

Good Spring News

k •

Even in the rich central counties, conservation and improvement of the soil is one of the
most important farm problems,
according to a new bulletin of
the Agricultural Experiment Station, called "Farming in the
Bluegrass Area of Kentucky."
until recent years, is blamed for
lou- Of ferUlity and erosion of
much land. Even in the last few
yr
when more attention was
suppost . to be .gtven to saving
soil, only a re:atively few arres,
on many farms, were conserved.
"Measures for conservation and
improvement of all fareniand
need to be emphasized," it is
declared in the bulletin. "On
much of the land sod-crop (hay
and pasture) farming, except for
the small proportion used for tobacco, contributes greatly to a
permanent tobacco-livestock system of farming."

by his wife and little daughter,
who have been visiting here and
in Paducah to rseveral days.
• • •
October 11, 1918. Miss Ruby INTERIOR
OF BURNED STREET CAR: A fireman goes through
Hollowell has gone to the Hazelwood Sanitarium at Louisville for rubble inside the burned out street car in which many persons
were killed last week at Chicago, when the street car collided
her health.
with a gasoline truck. The flames spread to nearby 'apartment
COUPLE TiiNSuRANCE SERVICE
• •
October 15, 1918. A card from buildings An estimated 33 persons died in the wreckage. Fire
Sumner Dudley to his mother Marshal Anthony J. Mullany said 32 of the dead were in the
states that he has arrived "over street car and one in the truck. (AP Photo)
there" and we predict that if
Jersey Bull Qualifies
•
given half a chance he'll get
As A Superior Sire
some
if
Huns
not
Kaiser.
the
Assiorica's Loovost-Prired Straight Earth,
• • •
The registered Jersey bull,
tspersair-Priesist Car frith GM Ilgtira.Matie
October 18, 1918. L. L. McCon- Storrs Remus, owned by the KenOptimal am all models at ertra colt.
nell, of IftrCiebb country, was in tucky Breeding Association, has
the city yesterday, and reported qualified as a Superior Sire, the
Poiror-Parkool Sliver Stroak finghersto this office that his son, Thom- American Jersey Cattle Club has
Choler of Six or Eight
as B. McConnell, as being in announced.
France,
Remus has 28 tested daughters
that averaged 8,434 pounds of
• •.
October 22, 1918. Miss Mary milk and 457 pounds of butterWebb Watkins, of Dexter, Mo.; fat and 26 classified daughters
is the charming and popular averaging 82.5 per cent.
Bred by the University of Conguest of her grandmother, Mrs.
Pauline Burchard and Mr. and necticut, Remus is one of the first
Mrs. J. E. Griffin.
• • •
November 4, 1918. Frank Bennett, who is stationed at Camp
Zachary Taylor, came in Saturday on a five-day furlough and
will return to camp Wednesday.
• • •.
November 15, 1918. The train
that leaves Paducah early in the
morning, that for some time has
been called "Whiskey Dick",
should have its name changed,
since there is no whiskey shipped
on it and comparatively no
drunkenness on it. From now on
it should be known as "Water
.The poignant
Dick". It is iaot entitled to be
story of
001.,
called "Whiskey Dick" any longer, and its name should be
changed. — Mayfield Messenger.
• • •
lr's a sionderful feeling to take the wheel of
gredient—one that adds greatly to the pride
November 15, 1918. Judge G. G.
a magnificent new Pontiac convertible-to
and pleasure of owning and driving any
Harrelson attended the Southeast
feel the pride of driving a car with character
Pontiac made/ you choose.
division of The National Hosiery
as elery line and action.
and Underwear Association at
Every new Pontiac has character written all
Chattanooga last weeld Judge
Naturally, the convertible is the sweetheart
over it and stamped deep into its background.
Harralson is secretary and treasof the Siker Streaks, a car with a manner all
That's an important reason why dollar for
urer of the Princeton Hosiery
as own. But character is a basic Pontiac indollar, you can't beat a Pontiac!
Mills.

Thirty-eight were present for
Sunday School Sunday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Defoe
and children, Ann and Jimmie of
Mississippi, were weekend guests
of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. H.
Defoe.
Mrs. John Travis, of Evansville,
apiit the-fiadays ivith her parents, Mr. and Mr.. Harve BlEicbarn.
Mr. Lev Nelson, Mr. A. W.
•..^ and Howard Harper were
guesta •,-,f Mr. Nelsons
"sins Rogers.
In the Crider
.
Mr. and Mrs. Lexie TO(411, No:.
ris and Naomi, and Mr. and Mrs.
Johnson Tosh and baby, Marion
Wayne, spent Sunday with Mrs.
Nannie Dalton and Miss Georgia
Melton in Princeton.
Mr. and Mrs. Harve Blackburn
and Jerry Carner were Sunday
visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
*igginton.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Ruffin, of
Detroit, Mich., are visiting relatives in this community and in
Princeton.
Several persons from this community attended Memorial service at old Bethelehem cemetery
Sunday.
• Aunt Nannie Dalton has been
confined to her room for some
time because of ill health.

Final federal approval of a loan
to the Pennyrile Rural ElectrifiThe average television receivciition Cooperative whiCh
er has a total of 100 resistors
able the light and power co-op to small devicei itied-To contro
build 354' additional miles of line flow of current.
in its 10-county area . around
Hopkinsville has been announced
at Washington.
Notification of a 61,145,060 loan SHIELD EXPERT HERE
from the REA for the local coH. M. Shevnan, widely known
-tive was received by W. E. expert of Chicago, will personally
be at the Madison Hotel, Mad*
'
-f the Denny:-;lc:
."^dneFely only, June 7,
Buslosag s..
q"
4
•
miles of lines wail .:.o appr:,),.Mr.
Saevnan
7.netic
u.
mately 1,500 farm families to the
flHaield is a tremendou.,
present users of electricity in the rnent over all
former men'
Hopkinsvalle area.
fecting immediate results. It
The money will pave the way not only hold the -rupture perfec,
for the extending of REA lines in ly nO matter the size or location
but it will increase the circuLaChristian, Trigg, Caldwell, Lyon, tion, strengthen the weakened
Muhlenberg, Todd, Logan, Butler, parts, and thereby close the openOhio, and Simpson counties. All ing in ten days on .the average
the counties in the cooperative case, regardless of heavy lifting,
or any position the body
area are scheduled to get some straining
may assume. A nationally known
new lines or extensions.
scientific method. No under straps
The additions will allow an in- or cumbersome arrangements and
crease of about 17.7 per cent in absolutely no medicines or medithe co-op's total mileage. The cal treatments.
Mr. Shevnan will be glad to demPermyrile now serves families on
onstrate without charge.
approximately 2,000 miles of lines 6509 N. Artesian Ave., Chicago 45
in the 10 counties.
Large inciSional hernia or rupThe cooperative will have about ture following surgical operation
especially solicited.

RUPTURE

The modern skyscraper has se
many windows it would be a
waste of time to count them.
seven-star bulls of the breed. He
was developecLand proven by the
University of Kentucky Artificial
Breeding Association. He has
been bred artificially to over
5,000 cows.
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AST
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CAPITOL

-•9
TONIGHT
—AND—

JUNE 4-5

THE MOST

Walker's Drugs & Jewelry
,

SUN. & MON.

CAPITOL

INSECTICIDES

roloviii-ir-IBETTERifian ever

Character is

11,000 farm families using Its
current when the Aew lines are
built, local officials estimate. The
REA now has some 9,500 users.
Headquarters for the PennYrilo,
SEA la on West Ninth Street in
Hopkinsville.

SINCE MOVIES BEGAN

FRIDAY

DON'T MISS
THESE TEN

written n11 over it!

M.& S. Motor And Implement Co.
210 EAST MARKET ST.

Glass that will conduct electricity has been developed with the
idea it can be used for a wide variety of heating purposes.

Most Terrific
Thrills Ever
Pictured!
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NEWSREEL

TUES. & WED., JUNE 6-7

5414C/I1/iA.
We will receive all classes of livestock, lambs and fat sheep at
Princeton each Monday. Read our market report in The Princeton
Leader and listen to WPKY at 12:00 Noon, each day.

[ANNE CRAIN ERIE
ETHEL WAR -WILIAM I.UNDICIAN
y N
DA)31,p711:ZbANUCKILIDCKAZA
Plus These Short Units!
MOVIETONE NEWS
JOE DOAEES COMEDY

Feature No. 2
Minstrel Days
Are Here Again!

"1.0ST
HONEYMOON"

"MISSISSIPPI
RHYTHM"

starring
Franchot Tone
Ann Richards
Tom Conway

starring
Jimmie Davis
Lasses White
-Sunshine Band

SATURDAY, JUNE 3
THUR. & FRI., JUNE 8-9

CALL OR SEE BRAD LACY

James Oliver
Cnrwood's
Treat dog
adventure

"Kazan"
with
Joe Sawyer
Lois Maxwell

ONE WOMAN IN
•A LOVE-STARVED
WILDERNESS!

ALLAN
LANE
and his stallion
Black Jack
—In—

"Death
Valley
Gunfighter"

ilb•ccee• Coeldalaelbailleadirtega
,
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Pose Ten

Rash year, forest
Administratrix Notice
.
fires
TAX ORDINASCE
Livestock Market
prccerty
worth from gee,
IT IS ORDAINED BY THE
themselves
local
knowing
the
persons
at
cattle
Price
All
of
CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY
Ernest lion to forty-five million do
OF PRINCETON, KENTUCKY, stockyards remained steady this indebted to the estate of
Mrs. Lelia Boyd has returned
same
settle
averaging
50c
please
will
veal
FOLLOWS:
week
Lantrip
with
AS
Close to 500 municipal and in- ELECTRIC FANS: From $4.49 to
water, new road. Richard Ratto her home here after a visit of
The tax rate for the year 1950 higher. Hogs dropped about 50c, on or before March 1, 1951. Those
road.
dustrial firemen, including Fire
Cadiz
subdivision,
liff
Auto
Associate
$49.95. Bill's
five weeks in. Wallonia.
Is hereby fixed at the rate of lambs advanced.
having claims against said es07-2te gbityA
Phone 3350.
411-1tc
Store.
s) cents on each One
_
_
.ctanea./ha_ at ...Eddy- Chief'Gordon -Glenn of Princeton,
114r.k 1
tate =1St preaen1 same, properly
WAN
4336
Donee-WM
41003301
Huttdre
yfile spent last weekend with are expected to attend the annual
GLASS: Sheet safety CUSTOM HAY BALING: $4 a of taxable property, both real and Long Fed Steers ..$27.00 30.00 proven, on or before March I,
Mrs. Cline Murphy.
KentuckY Fire School at the UniMan
to
operate iee grimi
ton or 12%c a bale. See W. R. personal, -including franchises, Short "Fed Steers .. 20.00 27.00 1061.
, Can Mit and installed In all
, Mi. and Mrs. Billy White, Mr. versity of Kentucky June 6-8.
Slaton, two miles from Prince- and a tax of one-half of one mill Medium Quality Butcher
highways outside of say
Mrs. Ernest Lantrip
cars. Williams Texaco Service
Dollar
Deimos Cortner and Mrs. Elnora
of
($1.00)
each
One
on
For the first time, the program
ton, on Dawson highway. Sol22.00 24.00
Gracey, Ky., Route 1. 48-3tp Princeton. We (snag
Cattle
taxable property, both real and
Adams spent Saturday night in has been tailored to fit five die- _ Station, Corner Plum & main. ry-no phone.
47-Itp personal, including franchises, Baby Beeves
24.00 28.00
tfc
Phone 557.
truck. Good opposituaty
Nashville.
tinct groups ranging from the
18.00 22.00
belonging to all persons and cor- Fat Cows ... ,
Turtle eggs are eaten by na- right
man.
Mrs. Lena Kennedy remains young beginner in the fire ser- FOR SALE: Three Case pick-up GAS: At Cornick's for better ser- porations for the use and bene- Canners & Cutters
14.00 17.00 tives and Europeans in South
47-4tp fit of the City Library, to be divice.
critically ill at her home here.
vice to veterans in command of
18.00 22.00
Bulls
hay balers. Model NCM. Robinvided as follows:
America.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Keys, Ev- sizeable forces, John L. ThompCitizens Ice Company
20.00 26 00
son Implement and Motor Co. EXCAVATION: Road - building,
Stock Cattle
Of the sixty cent levy, thirtyansville, spent the weekend with son, Louisville, chairman of the
The nutria ii a muskrat-like
20.00 25.00
45-tfc
Phone 2053.
ponds, ditches, basements. We five (35c) cents shall be paid into Feeder Cattle
Mrs. Keys' parents, Mr. and Mrs. arrangements committe e, ansell and deliver dirt. Contact the general fund, and twenty- Milk Cows, per hd. 70.00 149.00 animal native to South America.
Garnett Holland.
nounced. The Instruction will be FOR SALE: If you don't know
us at Cornick Service Station. five (25c) cents shall be paid into Best Spring Lambs 30.00
leadDr. Mack Reeves, Clarksville, given by nationally-known
used cars, be sure you know
Hopkinsville St. Dial 9121. Sat- the sinking fund for use in re- Medium Spring
of Water Works Bonds
visited here recently.
ers to men enrolled in the followthe dealer. For clean, used cars
26.00
terfield Bros.
Lambs
47-4tp tirement
and inte..est thereon, and the
The Fellowship meeting of the ing courses: basic, advanced, fire
in all price ranges, see 'Ran
VEALS
levy
on
mill
one
of
one-half
Midway Baptist Church last prevention, industrial, and teachdolph Motors. Ours are A-1. LOST: In or around the Shirt each One ($1.00) Dollar worth of Fancy Veals
29 00
Factory last Thursday, yellow property belonging to all per- No.
Thursday night was a great suc- er training.
Ford sales and service. 36-tfc
28.00
1 Veals
they're convertibles,
gold Bulova wrist watch. Re- sons, corporations and franchises No.
cess. About 115 members an d
State Fire Marshal W. L. Mar2 Veals
25.00
ward for return. Mrs. W. E. for the Public Liheary.
friends enjoyed a delightful fish tin's office will again defray the WONDERFUL LINE: of sport
Throwouts
19.25
coats at $15, $18.50 and $22.50.
Dobbins, phone 2229.
There is also levied a poll tax
48-1tc
expenses of one man from every
One and 60/100 ($1.50) Dollars HOGS
Wood
shades.
wool;
new
All
of
city department in Kentucky
200-23()
19.75
48-Itc LOOK AT THIS: New house for on each male citizen over the age
Bros.
represented at the three-day ses18.75
sale, four rooms and bath; va- of twenty-one (21) years and un• 235-280
Lodge Notice
(70) years 285-350
sion. With the scheduling of spec- FOR SALE; Outboard Motors for
18.25
cant; lot 50x190. Located at the der the age of seventy
residing in the City of Princeton,
ialized training for members of
Cruiser control, shift to Scott17.75
end of S. Seminary St., Prince- Kentocing and a dog tax of One 355 & up
Clinton Lodge No. 82 will
plant protection crews, a record
Atwater. Warm up in neutral
16.30
ton. To sell at cost, $3300.00. ($1.00) Dollar on each male clo$ 120-155
hold a special meeting 7:30 registration of industrial represhift to reverse and forward. 4
19.00
Must go at once. A. B. Holland. and Two 42.00 Dollars on each 160-195
Friday evening, June 2nd, 1950, sentatives was predicted,
h. p. 5 h. p. and 7% h. p. with
Phone 3671, Eddyville, or female dog kept in said city, the Roughs 350 & under 16.00
the
f
control
having
person
to confer the first degree.
shift. Williams Texaco Service
15.50
phone 3463, Princeton. 48-Hp property wher4 the dog is kept Roughs 355-450
fry and social hour.
StationPlum and Main St.
Roughs _455 & up .... 15.50
Brethren take notice.
Farmers in this community are
shall be liable for the doe tax
FOR
SALE:
Choice
Holstein
and
Phone 2445.
tic
A ten (10%) per cent penalty
G. W. TOWERY, Secretary watering and setting tobacco
Guernsey heifer calves. T. B., shall be added to all taxes resince the rains reported in other SEE: Our great line of summer
0. T. STRONG, Master
Bang's tested. Six to ten weeks maining unpaid after November Card Of Thanks
sections of the county have failed
We wish to thank the newssuits in rayon and tropical
old. Price delivered by truck 1st, 1950, and six (6%) per cent
to reach here.
worsteds. Only $27.50. Wood
to your farm: Six weeks at $45, interest shall be collected for the papers of Princeton and radio
remain station WPKY for their support
Bros. 4
48-1tc
and ten weeks at $55. Delivered length of time said taxes
after November 1st, 1950. of the Poppy Sale here Saturday.
on approval in lots of five or unpaid
All City taxes for the year 1950
WATCH MAKING: All makes and
more. Some one year and two ,which are paid by the taxpayers Also we wish to express our apmodels; clocks, jewelry repairyear old heifers. Write or wire on or before July 20th, 1950, will preciation to all those who assisted. All work guaranteed. Chas.
Merlin J. Rux, Museoda, Wis- be given a two (2%) per cent ed with the sale and we appre"Pete" Russell, certified watchciate the splendid cooperation of
consin.
48-8tc discount.
maker.
203
N.
Harrison
St.
All ordinances or parts of or- the public.
Associates
33-tfc SEE: Our great line of summer dinances in conflict herewith are
American Legion Auxiliary
Russell Woodall
Sis Baker
Roberta Wheeler
suits in rayon and tropical hereby repealed.
48- ltc
FERTILIZER: We have in stock
• This ordinance to become efworsteds. Only $27.50. Wood fective on and after its publicathe faillowing grades: 4-,12e-8
Over 40 Years We Have Stayed and Paid
Bros.
48-1tc tion.
Average annual precipitation in
Sul. 4-12-8 Mur. 6-8-6 Sul. 6-8-6
Duly adopted this 29th day of Utah is only 13 inches, with
M u r. 4-12-4, 2-12-6, 0-14-7, WHEN YOU NEED hair tonic or May,
some
C. A. Woodall
Virgil Smith
1950.
0-20-0. Call us. We deliver.
shampoo for home use try CLIFTON HOLLOWELL, Mayor. desert sections getting less than
OFFICES
five and mountain ranges as much
Robinson Implement and MotAttest:
Sharp's Barber Shop. We need
or Co. Phone 2053.
47-2tc
your head in our business. GARLAND QUISENBERRY, City as 40 inches.
Clerk.
Princeton
Fredonia
Marion
45-tfc
WONDERFUL LINE: of sport
proposals, et cetra, will be furnished upon •application ot the
Tel. 2441
coats at $15, $18.50 and $22.50. HOME FOR SALE OR TRADE: COMMONWEALTH OF
Tel. 9
Tel. 69
DEPARTMENT OF Frankfort Office. The right is reAll wool; new shades. Wood
Nice ranch-type home; three KENTUCKY,
HIGHWAYS, NOTICE TO
served to reject any azsd all bids.
Established 1907
Bros.
48-1tc
bedrooms; all modern conveni- CONTRACTORS
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS
ences; good location, Will trade
Sealed
bids
will
be
received
by
Frankfort, Kentucky
Florsheim "converted" them rei • kind
FOR SALE: High quality lespedethe
Department
of
Highways
at
May 18, 1950
for
smaller
home
or
farm.
See
47-2te
of carelessly comfortable
• t•,
ity; 93 per cent germination.
its
office,
Frankfort,
Kentucky
Bill
Hodge
or
J.
D. Hodge, Sr.
a warm weather dress oxford slo•
za seed. Test 99.76 per cent puruntil 10:00 A. M. CENTRAL
45-tfc DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME
our beat-dressed customers are pr••d to
Also Ladino clover, certified
on
LET NO GRAVE
and commercial Ky. 31 fescue. FOR SALE: One John Deere team the 9th day of June, 1950, at
wear! Some of the smartest sh,,,e
which time bids will be publicly BE UNMARKED-Fredonia Valley Seed Co. Dial
Floraheim makes are now V en tila t• de.
disc cultivator. Robinson Im- opened
and read for the improve- Enduring Quality Memorials
4212 or 4202.
plement and Motor Co. Phone ment of;
ann._ 32-1tc
Moderate Prices
2053.
45-3tc ...CALDWELL COUNTY, SP 17- Phone 2640,
LIME HAULING: Let us haul and
Write or Visit
222
T h e Eddyville-Fredonia
spread your lime. Robinson Im- FOR SALE: 2-bottom 12-in. Road (Street in Fredonia) from
Allen
Monumental
plement and Motor Co. Dial
tractor plows. Rebinson Im- Crider Street to I.C.R.R. Crossing,
Drain and High Type Sur, Works
2053.
plement and Motor Co. Phone 43rade,
43-3tc
facing, 0.127 miles, and sidewalk
Dawson Rd. at Center St.
2053.
45-3tc construction at school.
YOUR DOLLAR: Will buy piano,
Princeton, Ky.
SP GROUP 46 0950) Caldwell
not overhead, at Dye Piano Co., "THE FREDONIA SEED CO.: is
County, SP 17-62 The Princeton"FINE SHOES FITTED BY X-RAY''
409 S. Main, Hopkinsville, Ky
offering a complete field ser- Hopkinsville Road from Main &
Jefferson
Streets in Princeton
vice to the seed producer this S.
32-470
coming harvest time. You fur- along E. Main Street to Franklin
FOR SALE: John Deere Model B
0.049
mile. Rock Asphalt
Stteet,
nish the field, we combine, retractor on rubber. Plow, disk
Surface.
clean
and
process
at
reasonable
Caldwell County SP 17-202 The
and cultivator. Robinson Imterms. Make your arrangements lrinceton-Marion Road from Main
plement and Motor Co. Phone
early.
&
S. Jefferson Streets in PrinceCurrent demand exceeds
2053.
drag ww-'
45-3te
the supply of field seeds. Call ton along Main, Plum and W.
Fredonia 4202 or 4212. 30-he Main Streets to West Corporate
KRISPY CRACKERS, Suushtne
PEACHES, Rosedale, halves in
Limit, 0.796 mile. Class I Binder,
FOR SALE: Two work mules.
Robinson Implement and Mot- WANTED: Man to cut and hale Rock Asphalt Surface.
1 lb. pkg.
syrup, No. 2!s can
Caldwell
County, SP 17-142
20 acres_ of alfalfa hay on the
or Co. Phone 2053.
47-2tc
CRUSHED PINEAPPLE, Silver finer
The Princeton-Cadiz Road ,from
HI HO CRACKERS, Sunshine
f • I
shares. N. C. McCarty, route South Corporate Limit of Prince4 el
FOR ELECTRICAL Appliances
No. 2 can
2 for .
1 lb. pkg.
Princeton,
47-2tp ton to Trigg County Line, 10.957
and Electrical Supplies, visit
miles. Class I Binder, Rock AsDERBY SALMON,
CHEESE FOOD, American
Stallins and Kennedy Electric TOBACCO GROWERS: We have phalt Surface.
2 lb. leaf
No. 1 tall can
Service, 124 E. Main St., Phone
on our floor for display one of 'Ile attention of prospective
bidders is called to the prequaliTUNA
LIMA
BEANS,
FISH, Dice Brand
Larsen's
fresh
3180
or
2389.
Work
the
guaranteed.
Bemis
transplanters.
Come fieation requirements and neces"HOPPY" CRISP, Mgr.
in arid let us show you. Robin- sity
tfc
green,
can
No.
can
for securing certificate of
Hopkinsville Street
son Implement and Motor Co. eligibility, the special provisions
Phone 9121
CONDENSED MILK, Sunshine
PEACHES, Remarkable, sliced iii
FOR SALE: New building lots
43-3tc covering subletting or assigning
just opened up. Very beautiful
tall can 12c
syrup
3 for
No. 2“2 can
the contract and the Department's
and old elm trees, breezy and
PORK & BEANS, Ky. Beauty,
OLEOMARGARINE, Mi Choice
The blue spruce is Utah's state regulation which prohibits the
issuance of proposals after 410
g•
• • t
y,
tree, the Sego lily its flower, the P. M. on the day preceding the
16 oz. can
1 lb. plain
3 for
sea gull its bird.
ripening of bids.
CHERRIES, South Haven, red sour
SARDINES. Holmes, In mustard or
NOTE•. A PURCHASE CHARGE
One-fifth of the traffic accidents
pitted, No. 2 can
oil
2 for
3 for
No.
can 10c
in the U. S. in 1947 involved chil- OF $10.00 WILL BE MAKE FOR
EACH PROPOSAL. REMITPEAS, Handy,
Donn
SUGAR,
South
Pure
Cane,
dren.
TANCE MUST ACCOMPANY
Traffic deaths in th e United REQUESTS FOR THE PROPOSNo. 2 can 10c
3 for
10 lbs.
States in 1932 totalled 32,000, or AL FORMS. REFUNDS WILL
FLOUR. Log Cabin, plain
TOMATOES, Ladoga,
NOT
BE
MADE
REAFOR
ANY
an average of 8.6 deaths per milSON.
25 lb. bag
No. 2 can
lion miles of travel.
- Further information, bidding
KRAUT, Lang, Sauer,
HOMINY, Scott County,
No. 2",2 can
2 for
No. 2
3 for
.01
444.1:4,
APPLE BUTTER, Dutch Girl
• +11fiiii100
CLEAN SWEEP BROOMS
28 oz. jar
4
each
LINEN MOPS, Slasher Tidyup
TOMATO SOUP, Castle Haven
No. 12
8 oz.
6 for .
10'4 oc. can
TOMATO JUICE, Brunson's
ORANGE JUICE, Heart of Florida
Iff•
46 oz. can
46 oz. can ONE WEEK
GREENS, Nancy Lee, Kale, Mustard
CIGARETTES, Popular Brands, Ky.
or Turnip
No. 2 can
only, tax inc. carton

Classified Ads

Gordon Glenn To Attend
Lexington Fire School

Cobb Wews

AUTO

C. A. Woodall Insurance Agency

FLORSHEIM

XfriaaVades,

SAVE MONEY

Regular Gasoline
Ethyl Gasoline

25.9c
26.9c

Weekend Special

PRINCETON SHOE CO.

ts

Red Front Offers

2-cent discount on each gallon of
gasoline every Saturday and Sunday!

22k
29
65(
15(
35(
29(
39(
29(
$1"
25(

CORNICK SERVICE STATION

COMING TO PRINCETON

15(

35(
25(
19(
11c
2Cr

thr
ls(

19(

4.•••„-,-

•

COMMENCING MONDAY, JUNE 5
ON BROWN'S SHOW LOT

FOREQUARTER,
lb.

Ice Cream Delight
When-in a month of sundaes have you

-- Featuring -mystify

this! Whether your sundae is dream-

you with new trick and illusions.

ed up at a soda fountain or built at

OPENING PLAY -"WHAT MOTHER DON'T KNOW"
A Three-Act Comedy, With Five Ads of Feature
And Novelty Vaudeville
ADMISSION -- Adults, 50c; Children, 25c
Reserved Seats Only 25c (Tax Included)
CONCERT NIGHTLY - After Main Show, Ific; Tax Included. Doors
Open at 7:00; Orchestrk at 7:38; Curtain at 840 O'clock

29
( HINDQUARTERS,
lb.

a

BANANAS, large, fancy ripe,
pound
SWEET POTATOES, Nancy Hall
pound

12ç

31(
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and flavorful ice cream base.

PRINCETON CREAMERY

Paxton Park b
match v

WillHaawrnardahyi:_le
krn P
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'
i

NEW POTATOES, Alabama, U.S. No. I 1W
small size, 10 lbs.
OLD COBBLERS, Mich.
10 lbs.

lingered over anything as delicious as

MAHALA
will
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H
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Fresh Fruits And Vegetables

High-Class Plays And Vaudeville
Magician

,lliom
n Sigler
Princeton

by defeating
noon. match ww
hieeth
here
rree

CHOICE MUTTON

MOST BEAUTIFUL TENT THEATRE IN AMERICA
Absolutely Waterproof and Fireproof

Master

e Man Kil
to Wreck,
hers Are I

sr

MEAT SPECIALS

30- PEOPLE -30

The South's Favorite Comedian
. . . The man who can always
give you a laugh.

NE
itI V1114
geks siteC1
Y v

Princeton

BISBEE'S COMEDIANS

BOOB BRASFIELD

icc
35(

29(
23(
lo(

11/01,1#.
1

HE

le
Charles

MORE FOR YOUR MONEY EVERY TIME
Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A. M.
WV:IS 6 P. M. Owensboro., Ky., Week Days
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